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Abstract
The use of machine learning to predict output from data, using a model, is a well studied area.
There are, however, a number of real-world applications that require a model to be produced but
have little or no data available of the specific environment.These situations are prominent in
Intelligent Environments (IEs). The sparsity of the data can be a result of the physical nature of
the implementation, such as sensors placed into disaster recovery scenarios, or where the focus of
the data acquisition is on very defined user groups, in the casof disabled individuals.
Standard machine learning approaches focus on a need for training data to come from the
same domain. The restrictions of the physical nature of these environments can severely reduce
data acquisition making it extremely costly, or in certain situations, impossible. This impedes the
ability of these approaches to model the environments. It isthis problem, in the area of IEs, that
this thesis is focussed.
To address complex and uncertain environments, humans havele rnt to use previously
acquired information to reason and understand their surroundings. Knowledge from different
but related domains can be used to aid the ability to learn. For example, the ability to ride a road
bicycle can help when acquiring the more sophisticated skills of mountain biking. This humanistic
approach to learning can be used to tackle real-world problems wherea-priori labelled training
data is either difficult or not possible to gain. The transferral of knowledge from a related, but
differing context can allow for the reuse and repurpose of knwn information.
In this thesis, a novel composition of methods are brought together that are broadly based
on a humanist approach to learning. Two concepts, Transfer Lea ning (TL) and Fuzzy Logic
(FL) are combined in a framework, Fuzzy Transfer Learning (FuzzyTL), to address the problem
of learning tasks that have no prior direct contextual knowledge. Through the use of a FL
based learning method, uncertainty that is evident in dynamic environments is represented. By
combining labelled data from a contextually related sourcetask, and little or no unlabelled data
from a target task, the framework is shown to be able to accomplish redictive tasks using models
learned from contextually different data.
The framework incorporates an additional novel five stage online adaptation process. By
adapting the underlying fuzzy structure through the use of previous labelled knowledge and new
unlabelled information, an increase in predictive performance is shown.
The framework outlined is applied to two differing real-world IEs to demonstrate its ability to
predict in uncertain and dynamic environments. Through a series of experiments, it is shown that
the framework is capable of predicting output using differing contextual data.
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The world that surrounds us is complex, consisting of many unknowns. To interpret this world,
humans have learnt to use the information that they acquire to reason and understand their
surroundings. However, there exists in measuring the worlda evel of uncertainty, and any
inference then drawn. To make decisions, analyse information, classify situations or predict
events, humans can use information that encompasses them, or previous knowledge to mitigate
the uncertainty. Many Computational Intelligence (CI) methodologies have approached complex
and dynamic real-world problems by drawing on this humanistic learning.
The availability of information produces differing understanding of problems. Knowledge
is composed of sourced information and the understanding that is subsequently ascertained. A
lack of information reduces the ability to understand a problem. Differences in information and
understanding about a problem domain can be defined as being contained within aknowledge
gap. This thesis presents a novel composition of methods, broadly based on a humanist approach
to learning, to bridge the knowledge gap. Two concepts, Transfer Learning (TL), a methodology
that allows information gained in different contextual situations to assist new learning tasks1, and
Fuzzy Logic (FL), an approach to capture imprecision and uncertainty, are brought together in
a novel framework to address the problem of learning tasks that have no prior direct contextual
knowledge.
Real-world applications often consist of many unknowns. Topredict or classify based on
the information gathered from these applications can be extremely difficult. Standard machine
learning scenarios require that there is a form of training data. Predominantly there is a
requirement for such training data to come from the same domain. Some applications make the
procurement ofa priori labelled training data extremely difficult, or in some cases, not possible
at all. For example, to measure certain physical areas such as remote forest locations, impromptu
set ups such as disaster zones, or small user groups that havevery defined requirements such as
disabled users.
1In this research the termtaskis referred to as any action the learning method is required to accomplish
1
The procurement of training data produces an interesting problem. If there is a requirement
to classify or predict the output from such environments,how can a model be produced?The
examples given previously present situations where labelled data from the same distribution may
be extremely difficult to acquire. Additionally, large quantities of unlabelled data may also not be
available. Within this situation, standard supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised learning
strategies are not applicable. This thesis focusses on these situations.
The contexts discussed can, however, be related to other implementations which may contain
previously discovered knowledge. The transferral of knowledge from one context to another is in
keeping with the concept of a more humanist style of learning, to reuse and repurpose information.
When a human is faced with a new, unknown task they often rely on previous experience to solve
the problem or answer questions that are raised. If the task is closely related to one encountered
before, the ability to solve the task or answer the questionsmay become easier.
Within the study of human learning, ordinary learning is viewed as being ordinary when it is
within the same context (a student may solve similar problems that are at the end of a chapter that
have appeared previously), whereas TL occurs outside of a single context (problems are solved
when they occur mixed with others at the end of the course) (Perkins & Salomon 1992). Studies
have shown that humans often draw upon more than just training data for generalisation (Thrun
1996). In recent years there has been significant quantitiesof research in the area of TL and its
application to real-world problems in the area of CI (Xu & Yang 2011, Gorski & Laird 2006, Hu
& Yang 2011, Hu & Yang 2011, Barrett et al. 2010). TL can be broadly defined as a learning
technique that uses knowledge from a source domain to increase the performance of learning
within the target task domain. The methodology allows the domains, tasks and distributions used
within the training and testing to be different. The research within this thesis presents a novel use
of a TL method to model scenarios where little or no information is initially known.
There is a strong relationship between context and uncertainty. As individuals endeavour to
learn a new task they often afford uncertainty to it. There isa clear codependency on the level of
certainty in any learning activity and the amount of information that is available. Problems with
little information can have a high degree of uncertainty (Mend l 1995). The lack of knowledge that
is manifested as real world problems are addressed is an embodi ent of uncertainty. Imprecision,
approximation, vagueness and ambiguity of information aredriven by the variability encountered
when trying to measure the world. Dynamic applications suchas Intelligent Environments (IEs)
can exhibit this uncertainty in the sensors that are used andthe ecision structures that are applied.
In this thesis, the incorporation of a fuzzy logic system is proposed to assist in the modelling of
environments in presence of uncertainty and vagueness. Theuse of fuzzy logic allows for the




To summarise, this thesis presents a novel framework, FuzzyTransfer Learning (FuzzyTL), that
uses the methods within FL and TL to bridge theknowledge gapbetween the learning process
of one context to another. Whilst the abilities of the framework have been shown to be applied
to predictive tasks (as illustrated in Chapter 4), there is abelief that the generic nature of the
framework allows it to be applied to problem spaces beyond these confines. The novel methods
and the application of those techniques have been previously presented in a number of conference
papers (Shell et al. 2012, Shell & Coupland 2012). For clarity, these can be found in the Appendix.
A further discussion of the motivation for the proposed framework is given in the following
section.
1.2 Motivation
The prime motivation for the FuzzyTL methodology can be summarised by presenting a simplified
example. This example is based on the application of environmental control in IEs. The IEs
are represented by two separate residential homes constructed sing sensors to monitor various
environmental controls.Home A is a residential flat with three rooms containing nine sensors
(occupancy, temperature and heating activation in each room). The home is occupied by a single
resident. Data is recorded during the month of March. A second flat,Home B with five rooms has
a reduced number of sensors containing only occupancy and temperature sensors in each room.
This home is occupied by a couple. This implementation was configured at the beginning of
September of the same year asHome A. The structure of these residences can be seen in Fig 1.1.
Within the Intelligent Environment (IE) proposed, the heating system is automated. There
has been an increasing quantity of research that has focussed on the automation of environmental
control (Mozer 1998, Scott et al. 2010, Wagner & Hagras 2010). Such systems have included the
control of heating and air conditioning activation to maintthe desired environment. In order
to understand when to turn on a heating system, open a window or activate the air conditioning
a model needs to be created of the environment. Focussing on the example provided, the data
collected from the occupancy, temperature and heating activation over a period of time can be
used to generate such a model. Conditions both outside and inside of the home can lead, however,
to variation and uncertainty in the data that is collected. Avariable such as the outdoor temperature
can influence not only the temperature within the home directly but the reaction of the occupants.
Residents can react to decreases in the outside temperatureby activating the heating. The number
of occupants may also have an influence. Variation in types ofactivity will have an impact on
the values the system may record. These factors demonstratethat to produce a model in such an




























⊗ - Heating Activation Sensor
Figure. 1.1. Floor Plan of Home A and Home B
Using a standard machine learning process, the data that is produced fromHome A would
allow for the production of a model to predict when it was necessary to activate the heating system.
This can be induced using a supervised learning method from the the data that has been supplied
from the sensor structure. The production of a model for the heating activation forHome B is
more difficult. There is no prior data regarding the heating activ tion output on which to base it.
There is possible scope for the use of models created from differing contexts.
In classical supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised learning approaches, the application
of the same model across different contextual tasks such as acro sHome A and Home B and
between March and September, would require the production of a new model specific to the
domain and feature space. To varying extents, each learningapproach requires a set of training
data in order to construct a model. Unsupervised learning methods use unlabelled data to produce
the model. The lack of annotated data implies that the model is derived from the input data itself.
Techniques such as clustering, novelty detection and dimensionality reduction are used within this
field (Zhu & Goldberg 2009). Semi-supervised is broadly a learning method that uses a large
amount of unlabelled data combined with a small amount of label ed data to build a model. This
approach is often used in cases when obtaining unlabelled data is cheap or easy, while labelled data
is expensive or difficult (Chapelle et al. 2006). Supervisedlearning alternatively uses labelled data
to produce a model. Based on the labelled data provided within the training data set, a function
is created that can predict the output values mapped to inputdata within the feature space. These
techniques typically require the distributions of the datato be within the same domain in order to
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produce an effective output.
Taking the outlined example, despite the perceived similarities betweenHome A andHome
B, the data distributions may vary. If withinHome A the temperature significantly rose in the
last week of March, this would change the range of this input variable across the domain. Using
the labelled data as a training source, each learning methods w uld produce a model based upon
these results. If the temperature during September withinHome B varied far less and over a lower
range, the model may become imprecise.
FuzzyTL addresses the problem of learning a model where there is no labelled data, and
initially extremely sparse unlabelled data, such as IE example previously given. This thesis focuses
on modelling and predicting output from IEs as they represent dy amic, real-world applications,
often producing uncertain and vague data. There is a requirement in this area to model ad-hoc
(George et al. 2010), remote (Werner-Allen et al. 2005) and highly varied domains using limited
knowledge.
The rest of this thesis outlines the FuzzyTL framework and its ability to use differing
contextual information to predict output. To test the novelmethodology presented, hypotheses
are initially constructed.
1.3 Hypotheses
Two hypotheses will be tested in the course of this thesis.
Hypothesis 1: Where minimal unlabelled data is available within a target task, data in the form
of a TL process from contextually related but differing source tasks, can be used to learn
predictive tasks.
A series of experiments are presented in Chapter 4 demonstrati g the ability of the FuzzyTL
framework to predict sensor values. The experiments are basd on real-world, dynamic IE
data that contains noisy and uncertain information. An evaluation of the performance of
the FuzzyTL framework was calculated through the comparison of the predicted value and
known sensor readings alongside a benchmark dataset. Source data was provided from
different contexts along with an increasing quantity of unlabelled target data. The FuzzyTL
is shown to perform well, absorbing contextual changes.
Hypothesis 2: Adaptation of the transferred source domain through the useof unlabelled new
data can increase the performance of FuzzyTL in predicting targe tasks.
The information that is contained within the unlabelled target data is used in the FuzzyTL
framework to enhance the TL through an online adaptation of the Fuzzy Inference System
(FIS). Chapter 3 describes this novel methodology in detail. Experiments carried out in
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Chapter 4 confirm that overall the use of online adaptation increases the performance of the
FuzzyTL framework in predicting target tasks.
1.4 Major Contributions of the Thesis
The contributions of this thesis can be summarised as following:
1. A novel framework for the learning of target tasks from limited unlabelled target data and
related, differing source labelled data using a FIS.
2. A novel adaptive online learning methodology for the use with limited unlabelled data to
enhance the transfer of a FIS between contextually differing learning tasks.
3. A novel addition is provided to the Wang-Mendel (WM) method f r the learning of fuzzy
rules from numerical data using a fuzzy frequency approach.
4. The first application of a FuzzyTL framework on IE datasetsto perform predictive learning
tasks.
1.5 Structure of the Thesis
The structure of this thesis will be as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces all of the required literature and background information that is needed to
understand the following chapters. Firstly, an introduction s given to the concept of context,
its application to this work and its relationship to uncertainty. A definition is given within this
section that is used throughout the thesis. The following section describes the use of Fuzzy Logic
(FL), initially outlining the interaction of uncertainty and the FL methodology. Included within
this section is a discussion of the methods used within the Fuzzy Transfer Learning (FuzzyTL)
framework for fuzzy rule extraction. The employed method ise cribed in detail along with other
methodologies in order to compare the attributes of each system. The section culminates with
a review of the application of FL in the key area of Intelligent Environments (IEs). This assists
in setting the scene for the implementation of the experimental structure and application of the
defined methodology.
Chapter 3 forms the major contribution of this thesis. Within this chapter the novel FuzzyTL
framework is described in detail. The initial learning stage is defined incorporating the addition
of the novel fuzzy frequency rule pruning. The transfer of the fuzzy model is discussed giving an
insight into the frameworks overall structure. The final section describes the five stage adaptation
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process that incorporates both the adjustment of the fuzzy set structure and the adaptation of the
rule base.
Chapter 4 shows the application of the FuzzyTL framework on two IEs. The chapter firstly
gives details of the formation of the data used in the application of the framework. Two data sets
are used in the experimentation demonstrated in this chapter, each of the data sets representing
differing contextual situations. Each experimental structure is described and discussed in detail.
The chapter is concluded by a summary of the findings and discussion of the results.
Chapter 5 presents a discussion and concluding summary of the research presented in the thesis.
The major findings of the thesis are discussed with an overallsummary of the contributions given.





The work in this thesis presents a novel methodology, Fuzzy Transfer Learning (FuzzyTL). Within
this chapter a discussion will be given of the fundamental elem nts that underpin the methodology
and introduce the application areas used. The framework draws on two learning methods, Transfer
Learning (TL) and Fuzzy Logic (FL). In Section 2.2, a discussion is given of context with its
relationship to both FL and TL. The understanding of contextwithin the area of computing is vital
to the way in which the FuzzyTL framework is implemented. A definition of context is also given
within this section. Section 2.3 gives an overview of FL offering a background to the terminology
that will be used in this thesis and the fundamental techniques that are used to manage uncertainty
within the framework. An overview of the Ad-Hoc Data Driven Learning (ADDL) methodology
applied to the framework discussed in this thesis will be given with a discussion of comparable
methods. To assess the function of the TL components of the proposed methodology, Section
2.4 gives an overview of the process. A discussion is supplied to demonstrate the applicability
of combining Computational Intelligence (CI) methods withTL to solve differing real-world
problems. Finally, Section 2.5 puts forward previous work in the area of FL and Intelligent
Environment (IE). As the main experimental work of this research is focussed on IEs, this section
establishes the use of FL in managing uncertainty within such environments.
2.2 Context
The concept of context plays an important role in both FL and TL, however there is no single
consensus of how context should be defined. In the following section a number of views will be
discussed of application and implementation before a definition will be proposed. Finally a brief
discussion will be presented of uncertainty and its relation o context.
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2.2.1 Applications and Implementations of Context
Research in the area of context and Context Aware (CA) computing has grown in parallel with
the emergence of technologies such as ubiquitous computingand the semantic web. Traditional
Human Computer Interface (HCI) has moved away from the constrai ed environment of a single
computer at a desk or interaction based on a screen and a keyboard (Dourish 2004). Mobile
devices, sensor networks and what has become defined as theinternet of thingsallows for a
multitude of differing interactions. The everyday computing context has changed. Computing
contexts are no longer static or well defined, but are often vague and uncertain.
The structure of the FuzzyTL framework has foundations in the notion of context. As
illustrated later in Section 2.4, TL has the ability to use information from one domain to close
the information gap in a learning process from differing butsimilar domains1 The domains can be
defined as contexts. To analyse the contexts, a valid definition of a context must be put forward.
There have been many template definitions of context, of which three are discussed here, that
focus on CA computing. Schilit et al.(1994) discuss three important aspects of context in relation
to mobile computing: where you are, who you are with, and whatresources are nearby. However,
they expand this to include: lighting, noise level, networkconnectivity, communication costs,
communication bandwidth, and even the social situation. Taken in its most abstract form, Schilit’s
interpretation still allows for a tangible, measurable definition. It focusses on the individual within
a domain and their interaction with the world around them. Context-aware computing focuses
strongly on the activity of a user and the environment in which they are surrounded. Jang (Jang
2005) proposed a unified model for a context-aware system. Jang’s system puts forward the idea
of the independence of a sensor from the application in termsof 5W1H (Who, What, Where,
When, How, and Why). According to Jang, most context-aware systems provide data as part of
the 5W1H system such as user identity, location and time. Based upon this, a unified 5W1H model
is believed to work for most systems without loss of generality (Jang 2005).
Dey (Dey 2001, p2) puts forward a definition of context:
“Context is any information that can be used to characterisethe situation of an entity.
An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction
between a user and an application, including the user and applic tions themselves.”
The definitions of Jang and Dey relate to Dourish’s representatio al view of context (Dourish
2004). Dourish uses the representational nature of software systems to represent and encode
context. The definitions of Schilit et al. (Schilit et al. 1994), Dey (Dey 2001) and Jang (Jang 2005)
describe context through its relationship to information which is formed or expressed, to varying
1The use of domain is within the context of TL. This is examinedfurther in Section 2.4.1.
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degrees of abstraction. Dourish asserts four assumptions regarding context that are based upon
these types of definition. They are:
1. Context is a form of information. It is something that can be known and therefore
represented.
2. Context is delineable.For an application, or set of applications, the context of the activities
which the application supports can be defined.
3. Context is stable.Variation may occur within elements of the application fromapplication
to application, however they do not vary from instance to insta ce.
4. Context and activity are separable.Context describes the features of an environment that
an activity occurs within.
Relating to implementations in context-aware IntelligentEnvironments (IEs), Meyer and
Rakotonirainy (Meyer & Rakotonirainy 2003) discussed thatcontext can refer to the circumstances
or situations in which a computing task takes place. The context of an entity is any measurable and
relevant information that can affect the behaviour of the same entity. This is a broad and abstract
definition, however Meyer and Rakotonirainy’s definition has similarities to Dourish’s work. A
more focussed definition came from Elnahrawy and Nath (Elnahrawy & Nath 2004). They
proposed to the use contextual information to identify missing sensor values, and anomalies or
malicious sensor readings. Their approach is based on exploiting the spatio-temporal relationships
that exist among sensors in WSN’s.
2.2.2 Defining Context
For the purposes of this thesis, a high level abstract definition of context will be used. Taking
influence from the work of Dey (Dey 2001), Dourish (Dourish 2004) and Bettini et al. (Bettini
et al. 2010), this thesis defines context as:
1. Information: Each context consists of definable variables that are relevant and measurable.
2. Behaviour: The context embodies an entity, application, service or group thereof that is
affected by the behaviour of the associated information.
3. Variation: Differences within the structure of the variables can occurbetween context to
context, but not from instance to instance within a context itself. This would be defined as a
new context.
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2.2.3 Uncertainty in Context
By defining a contextual domain, modelling is allowed to occur. Most studies of contexts
and context-aware computing are focussed on the measuring of the real, physical world. Such
measurements are prone to uncertainty and imprecision. Oneof th key requirements of studying
contexts is capturing and understanding of imprecise and possibly conflicting data about the
physical world (Bettini et al. 2010). A number of studies have endeavoured to address the problem
of uncertainty in context information. Dey (Dey et al. 2000)suggests that contextual uncertainty
can be resolved by a mediation process that involves interaction with the user. Dámian-Reyes et al.
(Damin-Reyes et al. 2011) discussed the use of an Uncertainty Management Heuristic Mechanism
(UMHM). This applies a three-phase approach to manage uncertainty. Possible sources of
uncertainty are identified and represented before determining how to proceed. Ranganathan et
al. (Ranganathan et al. 2004) developed an uncertainty model bas d on a predicate representation
of contexts combined with a confidence value. The predicate representation follows a convention
of naming the type of context being described, for example, location or time. Some contexts are
considered to be more certain than others. A structure such as an office may be certain because
locality is well defined, whereas time is less so. A confidencevalue is attached to each predicate.
The value measures the probability or membership value thatthe event is true.
2.2.4 Discussion
This section discussed a general view of context alongside the application of context within
ubiquitous computing. The implementations that are used todemonstrate the frameworks abilities
are reliant on understanding context. To these ends, the definition of context proposed within
this section will be used throughout the rest of this thesis.Additionally, it was demonstrated that
context is directly linked to the measurement of the real-world. The measuring of any application
must take into account the context in which it exits. As both the real-world and subsequently the
context it embodies are evaluated, the uncertainty and vagueness that are contained become more
apparent. Within the following section, the use of FL to represent this uncertainty is shown to be
a valid proposition.
2.3 Fuzzy Logic
There is a need to capture and effectively represent the uncertainty and vagueness that exist in
real-world environments. Standard probability and logic la k the capabilities to achieve this.
Zadeh (1965) introduced the concept of fuzzy sets which he later expanded on by introducing
further aspects of Fuzzy Logic (FL) including fuzzy rules in(Zadeh 1973). The two primary
elements within FL, thelinguistic variable and thefuzzy if-then ruleare able to mimic the
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humanistic ability to capture imprecision and uncertaintywithin linguistic values. FL has found
favour in a broad variety of applications and in numerous, divergent Computational Intelligence
(CI) incarnations. FL forms a major component of the Fuzzy Transfer Learning (FuzzyTL)
framework. Through the use of FL, the imprecision that exists within real-world environments
such as Intelligent Environments (IEs) can be expressed more effectively, capturing a greater
degree of the information contained within the context (a greater explanation of IEs and the
application of FL within IEs will be given in Section 2.5 and 2.5.2 respectively).
Initially within this section, a discussion is given of use of FL to express uncertainty. The main
body provides an overview of the FL components with the inclusion of an explanation of the Fuzzy
Inference System (FIS). Within the FuzzyTL framework, the FIS forms the main embodiment of
the decision making system. The final section discusses methods for learning fuzzy rules and
fuzzy sets including the Wang-Mendel (WM) process that is adapted and incorporated into the
FuzzyTL framework.
2.3.1 Uncertainty
Much of science requires the pursuit of precision and exactness. However, humans live in a
world that is formed by imprecision, vagueness and uncertainty. Real world applications are
particularly at the mercy of this world. As people endeavourto measure the world, imprecision
emerges. The cost associated with the pursuit of increasingprecision rises in equal measure. As
an example, parking a car is a simple task as it only requires that the final placement of the vehicle
is imprecise. Generally, parking spaces allow for a large margin of error. Decreasing the error
margin from many centimetres to only a few millimetres, and so increasing the precision, would
drastically increase the cost associated in terms of execution (Zadeh 1994). Similarly, uncertainty
is codependent on the quantity of information that is available. As more information about a
problem is acquired, individuals become more certain aboutits formulation and solution. Problems
with less information have a higher degree of uncertainty (Mendel 1995). The uncertainty within
a problem can exist in many ways. Mendel states that:
“Uncertainty can be manifested in many forms: it can be fuzzy(not sharp, unclear,
imprecise, approximate), it can be vague (not specific, amorphous), it can be
ambiguous (too many choices, contradictory), it can be of the form of ignorance
(dissonant, not knowing something), or it can be a form due tonatural variability
(conflicting, random, chaotic, unpredictable)” (Mendel 1995).
By its very nature, uncertainty increases with a lack of knowledge. Uncertainty can be
considered as existing in theknowledge gap. A knowledge gap can be broadly defined as the
level of understanding that is exhibited based on the information that is known, compared to
an optimum level of understanding. Using the previous car parking example, the optimum
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level of understanding may be considered to be how a driving instructor will park a vehicle
having full vision of the parking bay. Comparably, a studentmay have a reduced level of
understanding. In this scenario, information may be limited, conflicting and vague because of
limited driving experience and vehicles partially obscuring the view of the parking bay. This
alters the learning and understanding of the task, manifesting itself as uncertainty. The difference
in the understanding of the task that the instructor and the student exhibit is expressed by the
knowledge gap.
To tackle the uncertainty and vagueness that is exhibited within the real-world, the concept
of soft computing has been developed. A group of methodologies that has gained increasing
recognition, soft computing is focussed on using the tolerance for imprecision and partial truth
to produce a system that is robust and tractable (Zadeh 1994). Soft computing is generally
regarded to encapsulate three main components: neurocomputing, probabilistic reasoning which
embodies methodologies such as Genetic Algorithms (GAs) and belief networks, and FL. Within
this literature review, the discussion will be primarily centred on the application of FL. The
components of FL were formed to capture the imprecision thatis embodied within real-world
applications. The framework put forward by Zadeh, principally in Fuzzy Sets(Zadeh 1965), and
expanded upon later (Zadeh 1973), deals with the sources of imprecision.
2.3.2 Fuzzy Logic Sets
To introduce FL, classical set theory is discussed. In this the is, the list method will be used.
A = {a, b, c} (2.1)
Equation 2.1 shows a setA with membersa, b andc. Within classical set theory, a set can be






1, if x ∈ A
0, if x /∈ A
(2.2)
Figure 2.1 shows the boolean setA against its membershipµ.
Classical set theory requires that the boundaries of the sets ar defined precisely. The
membership of the sets is therefore determined with certainty (Klir et al. 1997). An item is either
within the set or it is not. Most sets cannot be so well defined.This is especially true of real-
world applications. The world in which we live today is imprecise, uncertain and hard to be
categorical about (Zadeh 1994). This imprecision and uncertainty manifests itself in many forms.






Figure. 2.1. Example of a Function as Depicted as a ClassicalSet.
and resolution of instrumentation (Klir & Wierman 1999). Inorder to capture this uncertainty and
represent it effectively and efficiently, standard probability and logic structures lack the required
capabilities. The move away from the crisp nature of probability emerged initially through the
work of Max Black (Black 1937) and subsequently with the introduction of FL by Lotfi Zadeh
(Zadeh 1965). In 1965, Zadeh introduced the concept of a fuzzy set, a set that has no crisp
boundaries. A member of a fuzzy set may be inside the set to agreater or lesserdegree (Klir
et al. 1997). For example, a set of tall people does not fit intoa classical set structure. By
examining individuals, it is extremely difficult to define whet er someone is tall or not. This
is due to the continuous nature of the concept of height and the interpretation of linguistic terms
by humans. A person can be defined as being tall at 1.80m and above, then a person at 1.79m
would not be considered tall (Klir et al. 1997).
A fuzzy set can be defined as a membership functionµx that associates with each point inx in
the universe of discourseX which is a real number interval[0, 1]. The value ofµA(X) represents
the grade of the membership of the input value (Mendel 2000).The membership functions can be
defined as the form:
µ : X → [0, 1] (2.3)
There are a number of differing types of membership functions that are used. This thesis uses











whena− s ≤ x ≤ a+ s
0 otherwise
(2.4)
wherea is the centre of the set,b is the height ands is the width (Klir et al. 1997). A graphical










Figure. 2.2. Example of a Triangular Membership Function.




wherea is the centre of the function,c is the height andb is used to form the width.
Using the graphical representation of a triangular fuzzy set, th example of a persons height
can be expressed as two fuzzy sets. These are given linguistic labelsShortandTall (see Figure
2.3). Unlike in classical set theory where values are contained solely in a single boundary, in FL








Figure. 2.3. Height of an Individual Expressed as Fuzzy Sets.
In this thesis, there is a predominant use of triangular fuzzy sets to capture and represent
the information that is gathered in the data. The use of fuzzysets and the adaptation there of, is
fundamental to the FuzzyTL framework. A further discussionof fuzzy set adaptation will be given
in Sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.9.
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2.3.3 Fuzzy Rules
The second major aspect of FL is the fuzzy rule which are sometimes referred to asfuzzy if-then
rules. A rule is a proposition with previously defined terms, for example in the context of a
proposition applied to an Intelligent Environment (IE) theerm heating isoncould be used. In the
same way, a rule is constructed as:
IF the radiator is hotAND the house is occupiedTHEN the heating is high.
In this form of rule structure, theIF statement takes the form of antecedent values and theTHEN
statement takes the form of consequent values. These can be defin d asm antecedent variables
x1, . . . , xm that are mapped ton consequent variablesy1, . . . , yn.
Fuzzy propositions can take two forms: atomic fuzzy propositions, and compound fuzzy
propositions (Wang 1999). An atomic proposition is expressed as a single statement, for example
x is A wherex is a linguistic variable such asheatingandA is a term such ason. Compound
propositions are compositions of fuzzy propositions usingthe connectionsand, or andnot. For
each of the connections a specific binary operation can be carri d out.
Using two linguistic variablesA1 andA2 in X, the combinationsĀ1, A1 ∧ A2, A1 ∨ A2 are
described by Mamdani (1997) as:
• A1 ANDA2 is formed frommin(µA1 , µA2) as the membership value of each element of the
set.
• A1 ORA2 is formed frommax(µA1 , µA2) as the membership value of each element of the
set.
• NOTA1(Ā1) is formed from(1−µA1) as the membership value of each element of the set.
These can be defined as fuzzy intersection (AND), fuzzy union (OR) and fuzzy complement
(NOT). The intersection of two fuzzy sets is defined as a binary mapping which aggregates two
membership functions. This can be referred to as a t-norm operator. Similarly, a fuzzy union can
be represented as the addition of two membership functions.Thi can be represented as a binary
operator, t-conorm.
There are a number of inferential processes that can be used,however within this thesis the
minimum implicationfirst proposed by Mamdani (Mamdani 1974) and theproduct implication
proposed by Martin Larsen (Martin Larsen 1980), are used. Both implications are widely used
within applications, and can be easily be implemented due totheir ease of computation (Mendel
2000). Using the ruleIF x1 THEN y1 they can be described as:
µ(x1,y1) = min[µ(x1), µ(y1)] (2.6)
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µ(x1,y1) = µ(x1) · µ(y1) (2.7)
The formation of fuzzy rules is a well studied subject. Many processes have been used to produce
a fuzzy rulebase. This thesis is focussed on the use of automated means to produce fuzzy rules. A
discussion regarding methods to construct a fuzzy rulebasec n be found within Section 2.3.5.
Fuzzy sets and rules form two of the major components of the FIS. The FIS is an integral part
of the FuzzyTL framework.
2.3.4 Fuzzy Inference System
A FIS, also referred to as aFuzzy Logic System, a fuzzy rule-based system, a fuzzy modelor a
fuzzy controller, is a widely used approach for control systems that has been applied to a number
of applications (Martin Larsen 1980, Lee 1990). A strength of the FIS is the ability to handle
linguistic concepts and perform non-linear mapping between inputs and outputs (Guillaume 2001).
FIS takes crisp inputs and maps them to crisp outputs. An FIS princi ally contains four
components: fuzzy rules, a fuzzifier, an inference engine, ad a defuzzifier (Mendel 2000). Figure
2.4 shows the components of the system. As fuzzy rules have already been discussed, each of the





Fuzzy Input Sets Fuzzy Output Sets
Fuzzy Elements
Figure. 2.4. The Structure of a Fuzzy Inference System Adapted From (Mendel 1995, Jang 1997,
Lee 1990).
The fuzzifier serves as a way of mapping a crisp input to a fuzzyset. It transforms a numeric
value to a fuzzy set (Roychowdhury & Pedrycz 2001). The fuzzifier also performs the function of
converting the input data into suitable linguistic values which are seen as the labels of the fuzzy
sets (Lee 1990).
The fuzzy inference engine uses FL operators to combine the fuzzy rules in the rulebase,
mapping one fuzzy set to another. If the fuzzy rulebase only holds a single rule, then the mapping
from the input to the output is direct. Rulebases almost exclusively contain more than one rule. The
FL principles used to combine the fuzzy rules are the same methods that are employed within the
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rule construction phase. The fuzzy inference engine, however, may manage multiple antecedent
values.
The final part of the FIS is to return a crisp output. Conceptually, the task of the defuzzification
method is to specify a point that best represents the set thathas been constructed by the
fuzzification process. The defuzzifier can be defined as a mapping from the output sets to a
crisp number. There are a number of methods that can be used toachieve this. For a survey
of defuzzification strategies see (Roychowdhury & Pedrycz 2001). One of the most regularly
used within applications is the Centre Of Gravity (COG) approach. This defuzzification method







The design of a FIS system can fall into two main categories: the use of expert knowledge, those
referred to as Fuzzy Expert Systems (FES), and those produced from data. Expert systems produce
FIS with high semantic levels and good generalisation, however as the complexity increases
accuracy can decrease. A goal of this thesis is to automate the production of a model of a real-
world application, as a result expert systems will not be covered.
Various automated learning methods can be used to generate the main elements of a FIS,
namely the fuzzy sets and the rulebase. The construction of these elements can be split into
broad areas: rule induction methods, clustering, neural networks, evolutionary methodologies and
Evolving Fuzzy Systems. Each learning method approaches onor a number of these areas of the
FIS. In the following section, an overview of a number of learning methods will be given with a
focus on Rule Induction Methods.
2.3.5 Rule Induction Methods
The production of rules by inductive methods allows for the extraction of a rule or a rulebase
(as discussed in Section 2.3.3) from a set of observations, more formally axioms are constructed
from the consequences of these axioms. The methods covered in this section are based on the
induction of rules from data. The learning process employedwithin the FuzzyTL uses a Ad-Hoc
Data Driven Learning (ADDL) approach. The ad-hoc method is ba ed on a more generic Data
Driven Learning (DDL) learning approach. DDL uses the structure of the data to form the basis
of the learning parameters. It is prominent in dynamic environments as it is able to model varying
forms of time-series data (Deshpande et al. 2004).
The concept of Data Driven Fuzzy Modelling (DDFM) can be placed within the wider scope of
DDL. With its foundations in the seminal work of Zadeh (Zadeh1965), fuzzy modelling has been
adapted and implemented in varying domains from stock priceanalysis (Fazel Zarandi et al. 2009)
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to ecosystem management (Adriaenssens et al. 2004) and faceetection (Moallem et al. 2011).
Sugeno and Yasukawa have described the use of DDFM as a qualitative modelling approach.
The qualitative nature of the modelling process allows for the representation of knowledge in a
linguistic, humanistic manner, along with an ability to approximate non-linear models with simpler
forms (Chen & Linkens 2001). Sugeno and Yasukawa (Sugeno & Yasukawa 1993) additionally
define that fuzzy modelling has two aspects: structure identification and parameter identification.
Structure identification can then be split into four sub-categories. The need to identify input
candidates and input variables alongside the number of rules and the partition of the input space.
In the context of the FuzzyTL framework, to identify the structure and parameters of the FIS
an automated learning process is used. Through the use of a numerical source data, fuzzy rules and
fuzzy sets are formed using an ADDL method. The procedure is based on an algorithm proposed
by Wang and Mendel (Wang & Mendel 1992). There are benefits forusing this type of method
in the extraction of a model from numerical data. Its simplicity makes it easily understandable
and the nature of the low computation required allows for a greater speed of implementation.
The swiftness in the execution within the early stages of thepreliminary fuzzy modelling process
allows for subsequent adaptation of the model by other methods (Casillas et al. 2000). Within the
following sections, the WM method will be discussed in detail.
2.3.5.1 Wang-Mendel Methodology
The basis of the WM process is the formation of fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules that constitute the
main components of the FIS. The main element of the method is the generation of fuzzy rules
from numerical pairs which in turn are formed into a rulebase. The approach is a generalised one
and is in keeping with the requirements of the transfer learning structure used in the FuzzyTL
framework. Transfer Learning is discussed at length in Section 2.4. Wang and Mendel(Wang &
Mendel 1992) proposed a four step procedure to produce the fuzzy r les and fuzzy sets.
Construct Fuzzy Regions Wang and Mendel’s initial step is to divide each domain interval
into fuzzy regions, each containing the membership functios f r that input or output. Assuming
that there are two inputs (x,y) and one output (z), the process is to divide each of these domains
by 2N +1 regions whereN can be different for differing variables. In order to automate this step,
the domain is equally divided based upon the minimum and maxium values of the interval and
the defined number of regions. Figure 2.5 shows the input and output domains divided into five
regions and labelled with linguistic valuesV S (Very Small),S (Small),M (Medium),L (Large)
andV L (Very Large).
The shape of the membership function can vary, however for this example triangular
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Figure. 2.5. Construction of Fuzzy Membership Functions Through the Use of the Wang-Mendel
(Wang & Mendel 1992) Process.
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Generate Fuzzy Rules To produce the fuzzy rules from the numerical data, the first step is
to determine the degrees of membership from each data pair and generate an input-output rule.
The maximum membership value of each input and output is taken of ach individual data tuple.
This can be demonstrated in the examples given in Figure 2.5.For inputx1 the membership values
are 0.65 inV S and 0.35 inS with 0 in all other regions. The maximum is thus 0.65 inV S. Based
upon this process the below linguistic rules can be produced.
(x1, y1, z1)⇒ [x1 (0.6 in VS),y1 (0.7 in M), z1 (0.55 in S)]⇒ Rule 1
IF x1 is VS andy1 is M THEN z1 is S;
(x2, y2, z2)⇒ [x2 (0.75 in L),y2 (1.0 in M), z2 (0.75 in S)]⇒ Rule 2
IF x2 is L andy2 is M THEN z2 is L;
Rule Base Reduction The production of the fuzzy rules can result in a rulebase that is
equal in size that of the original dataset as each individualata point produces a single rule. This
can become unmanageable in size. The construction of the rules from similar data points, can
additionally result in conflicting elements. To reduce the rul base size and remove conflicts, each
of the rules are assigned a degree (d) based upon the maximum product of the individual inputs
and outputs. The below equation depicts this:
d(Rule 1) =maxV S · (x)maxM · (y)maxS(z)
= 0.65 x 0.7 x 0.55 = 0.25025
Each rule is combined into groups based on the antecedent values. The rule with the highest
degree in each group is kept within the rulebase. The other rul s are removed. This produces
the Reduced Rule Base (RRB). The WM approach also allows the option of the incorporation of
expert knowledge in defining the rules that are used and/or kept.
Mapping of Output via Defuzzification The final stage of the process is to produce a
mapping between the inputs and outputs. This is achieved by adefuzzification of the inputs.
Wang and Mendel suggest a COG defuzzification strategy though there are a number of others
that are applicable based on the context of the problem. Thismethod produces an output value.
2.3.5.2 Other Rule Induction Methods
The autonomous extraction of fuzzy rules from data has produce a number of methodologies,
implementing a number of differing strategies. The WM process (as illustrated in the previous
sections) has been expanded and built upon. Sudkamp and Hamell (Sudkamp & Hammell III 1994)
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follow the method laid out by Wang and Mendel in (Wang & Mendel1992) to construct fuzzy rules
by dividing the input and output domains into regions. Sudkamp and Hamell extend the work of
WM to introduce completeness. In this context completenesscan be defined as a property of
a rulebase that guarantees that there is at least one rule whose antecedent significantly matches
every possible input (Sudkamp & Hammell III 1994, Lee 1990).
Learning from examples introduces the possibility that notall of the training data covers the
whole of the feature space. As a result, certain inputs can result in no output being returned. A
similarity and interpolation process is proposed to complete the rulebase.
Outside of the WM method there have are a number of methods that use the inductive approach
to rule extraction. Ishibuchi et al. (Ishibuchi et al. 1994)have proposed a number of methods that
use a grid partition to construct the sets. The most simplistic is he use of evenly divided domains to
initially produce the fuzzy sets. Any membership function ca be used although the most common
is triangular. Taking all the possible combinations of the inputs, a set of rules are produced. This
is a simplistic and computationally inexpensive method, however it can produce a large number of
rules.
Nozaki et al. (Nozaki et al. 1997) take the simplistic division of the input space a little further
with the incorporation of a simple heuristic to calculate thrule outputs. For rulei in an input







wherez is the output,y(j) is the data output andwi(j) is thei-th rule firing strength for the data
pair.
Within this section a number of rule induction methods have be n reviewed. The use
of purely inductive methods are able to produce simplistic and effective fuzzy rulebases.
These computationally inexpensive methodologies allow for further extension and adoption.
Additionally methods such as WM are highly applicable to real-world settings where ease of
implementation and low resource are necessary. This section focussed on the WM method as this
is a major element of the FuzzyTL framework.
2.3.6 Fuzzy Clustering
Fuzzy clustering enhances the pattern recognition technique of cluster analysis to incorporate the
uncertainty that can be described through the use of membership functions (Yang 1993). The
methodology was originally proposed by Dunn (Dunn 1973) with further methods introduced by
Bezdek (Bezdek 1973). For further insight see (Bezdek 1981,Bezdek et al. 1984).
A number of clustering methods to extract fuzzy rules have ben proposed. Hong and Lee
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(Hong & Lee 1996) propose a learning method to automaticallyderive fuzzy rules and membership
functions from a set of data points. Training instances are combined with the use of an algorithm to
provide a knowledge acquisition facility. The algorithm used by Hong and Lee (Hong & Lee 1996)
is built around six steps:
Step 1: Cluster and fuzzify the output data.
Step 2: Construct the membership functions for the input variables.
Step 3: Cluster an initial decision table.
Step 4: Simplify the decision table.
Step 5: Adjust and reconstruct the membership functions in the simplification process.
Step 6: Produce decision rules from the decision table .
Again adopting a fuzzy clustering approach, Setnes (Setnes2000) proposes a rule extraction
method where each cluster corresponds to a fuzzyIF-THEN rule in the input-output product
space. Setnes method uses Orthogonal Least Squares (OLS) toremove redundant or less important
clusters during the clustering process. This process extracts the fuzzy rules that capture the
important features of the systems input/output space. The result is a compact and transparent
fuzzy rulebase.
Setnes and Roubos (Setnes & Roubos 2000) have approached rule extraction by combining
fuzzy clustering with a Genetic Algorithm (GA). They applied a c-means clustering algorithm ,
first introduced by Bezdek (Bezdek 1981), to obtain a compactinitial rule-base. The model was
then optimised through the use of a GA.
The automated construction of fuzzy models from numerical data can result in redundancy in
the form of similar fuzzy sets. Additionally, as the number of ules grows so does the complexity
of the rulebase. Chen and Linkens (Chen & Linkens 2004) tackle these issues by using a
simplification method based on both fuzzy clustering and optimisation. Their process implements
partition validation combined with approximate similarity analysis. Adding to the methodology,
they provide optimisation through a gradient-descent process.
The framework automatically determines the number of fuzzyrules from the fuzzy clustering
procedure. Using simple equations for measuring the similarity of the fuzzy sets, the fuzzy
structure is simplified by removing redundant sets and combining similar linguistic terms into
a single linguistic value.
An overriding issue of fuzzy clustering stems from the need to efine the quantity of clusters
a-priori. Expert knowledge or previously induced models of the enviro ment must be used to
calculate the required number. The number of clusters is an important parameter as it has a
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direct impact on how the data is partitioned. If an incorrectnumber of clusters are chosen,
misclassification can occur as the clusters are not well separated and compact.
2.3.7 Neural Networks
A neural network, or Artificial Neural Network (ANN), is a learning process inspired by aspects
of the human brain. An ANN can broadly be defined as:
“an interconnected assembly of simple processing elements, u its or nodes, whose
functionality is loosely based on the animal neuron. The processing ability of the
network is stored in the interunit connection strengths, orweights, obtained by a
process of adaptation to, or learning from, a set of trainingpatterns” (Anderson &
Davis 1995).
There has been considerable development in introducing theuse of Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs) to assist in the construction of fuzzy systems. The use of Neuro-fuzzy systems have been
applied to varying domains including control, data analysis and decision support (Nauck 1997). A
neuro-fuzzy system can be defined as:
• A fuzzy system that is trained by a learning algorithm derived from a ANN.
• The units in the network are t-norms or t-conorms rather thanactivation functions.
• The system can be interpreted as a set of rules.
• The semantic properties of the fuzzy system are taken into acc unt (Nauck 1997).
Kasabov (Kasabov 1996) introduced a methodology for the useof neural networks for the
learning of fuzzy rules based on a Fuzzy Neural Network (FNN)approach. The methodology can
be summarised as having two major aspects. Firstly, a set of fuzzy rules are used to define the
initial structure of the Neural Network (NN) which is trained on a set of data. Secondly, after the
structure has been defined, parameters are observed that areused to derive the rulebase. The rules
are represented linguistically. The model presented by Kasabov uses an Multi Layer Perceptron
(MLP) and a backpropagation training algorithm. The model used is adaptive across both the
membership functions and the fuzzy rules.
There are a number of issues with the production of fuzzy rules sing ANNs, many based
on the need fora priori knowledge. Wu et al. (Wu et al. 2001) instigated the use of ANNs to
acquire fuzzy rules in an automated fashion without the needfor previous knowledge. The system
is initialised without a rulebase. Rules are added or removed dynamically in response to the level
of their significance to the systems performance. This allows for the structure to be self-adaptive.
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The system employs a lack of iterative learning so the learning speed is very fast. Through the use
of pruning, significant nodes are selected so that a frugal structure with high performance can be
reached. Wu et al. (Wu et al. 2001) identified a number of issues with the production of the fuzzy
rules.
• Widths of the membership functions are the same due to the nature of the ANN used.
• The number of membership functions is the same as the fuzzy rules.
• A number of parameters need to be initialised randomly whichcan result in large set widths
and difficult user implementation.
Leng et al. (Leng et al. 2005) also approach the problem of extracting fuzzy rules through the
use of a hybrid ANN, namely the implementation of a Self Organising Neural Network (SONN).
The basis of the work is to produce a self-organising neural network (SOFNN) that implements
a Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy system on-line. The algorithm that isproposed can be divided into two
elements: parameter learning and structure learning. The parameter learning aspect of the system
uses a modified recursive least squares approach. The structure learning is derived from geometric
growing (Leng et al. 2005) and applies a pruning method basedon the optimal brain surgeon
approach with proposed parameter learning.
2.3.8 Evolutionary Computation
Evolutionary Computation (EC) is a broad subfield of CI that incorporates a range of optimisation
techniques inspired by evolutionary mechanisms, primarily using evolutionary algorithms. EC
has its foundations in four evolutionary approaches: Evolutionary Programming (EP), Evolution
Strategies (ES), GA and Genetic Programming (GP). For a further insight into these methods see
(Fleming & Purshouse 2002).
Casillas et al. (Casillas et al. 2000) used a GA to adapt the WMmethod. A GA takes the
inspiration for its learning process from evolution. They are global optimisation techniques that
strive to remove some of the failures of local searches. A GA is an iterative search which produces
and maintains a population of candidate solutions. Throught each iterative step, referred to as
a generation, the population is evaluated based on its structure. Dependent on the outcome of
the evaluation, a new population of solutions is formed. Theinitial population can be chosen
heuristically or at random. Some variation is introduced sothat all areas of the feature space are
searched (Grefenstette 1986). Castillas et al’s approach ws to use the ADDL technique of WM
and incorporate cooperative rules. The proposed methodology performs a search in the set of
candidate rules produced by the WM process (see Section 2.3.5.1 for more details). Within the
candidate set, the optimisation technique strives to obtain the best joint accuracy across the fuzzy
input space through the use of the cooperation.
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Using a similar approach Ishibuchi and Yamamoto (Ishibuchi& Yamamoto 2004) use a GA
to construct a fuzzy rulebase. The method used is to select a small number of fuzzy rules from a
larger candidate selection. The production of the small rulebase is initialised through the use of
a Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) which is extende to a Multi-Objective Genetic
Local Search (MOGLS).
The first process in the algorithm is to pre-screen the candidte rules. The basis of this stage
is the production of aconfidenceand asupportvalue. The calculation of these values are based
on measures used in evaluating association rules. By focussing on the number of training patterns
within the data set that are compatible, the values can be produced. Using a combination of the
consequent and pre-screening values, groups are produced and placed into descending order. A
section of these rules are then chosen based on a user defined measure. This reduces the number of
rules that need to be processed. It is impractical to examineall combinations of rules when there
is a large number of input variables (Ishibuchi & Yamamoto 2004).
The second stage of the process is the use of the MOGLS. The MOGLS algorithm is
implemented with rule weight learning. Overall, the use of bth pre-screening and the MOGLS
can result in a compact rule set with high interpretability.
Although very popular, well established and mature, other evolutionary methods have been
used outside of GA’s. Cabrita et al. (Cabrita et al. 2006) have implemented fuzzy rule extraction
through the use of a memetic approach. By using a hybrid of an NN and a memetic approach,
Cabrita et al. present a Bacterial Mememtic Algorithm (BMA). Through the mimicking of
microbial evolution and gene transfer, an optimal fuzzy rulebase is produced to classify a pattern
set. The basis of the algorithm is to encode a randomly created population of fuzzy rules into a
population of chromosomes. Following bacterial mutation and the application of theLevenberg-
Marquardt method, the rules are evaluated against a criteria until an optimal solution is reached
(Gal et al. 2008).
Yang et al. (Yang et al. 2010) also propose the use of a EC method to extract fuzzy rules.
A metaheuristic that has ties to evolutionary programming,Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO)
is a technique that represents the movement of flocks, herds or sch ols of creatures (Kennedy &
Eberhart 1995). Yang et al. proposed the use of a PSO to improve the steps that Wang proposed in
(Wang 2003) by optimising the fuzzy rule centroid of the datacovered area to improve forecasting
accuracy.
2.3.9 Online and Evolving Fuzzy Systems
Evolving Fuzzy Systems (EFS) are a branch of FL that have emerged in recent years. As
with many fuzzy systems, EFS are based on FIS’s, however theyare self-developing, and self-
learning. The principles of the EFS methodology looks to address the changing environmental
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conditions of real-world problems (Angelov & Buswell 2001). Angelov and Zhou (Angelov &
Zhou 2006) comment that evolving fuzzy systems mimic the evolution of individuals in nature.
The methodology mirrors the developmental processes associ ted with learning from experience
and inheritance. They draw an analogy with the way in which people learn. An individual will
start with an empty rulebase. New rules are added from life experience based on data streams.
The development of the rules are gradual. The rulebase itself is not fixed or pre-defined. EFS has
been applied to a number of areas from intelligent sensors (Angelov & Kordon 2010) and health
monitoring (Filev & Tseng 2006) to robotic applications (Zhou & Angel 2006).
EFS have many attributes in common with the use of online learning systems. Angelov and
Buswell (Angelov & Buswell 2001) state that the EFS is an online approach to the adaptation
of the fuzzy rulebase. In a similar fashion to EFS, online learning and particularly online fuzzy
systems adapt their construction based on information gained from the target. Using the definition
put forward by Hagras et al (Hagras et al. 2003, Hagras et al. 2004), any learning carried out
with user intervention and in isolation from the environment using simulation is defined asoffline
learning. In cases were the learning has interaction with the actual environment, this is referred to
asonline learning. Online learners differ from standard learning mechanismsin the way in which
new hypotheses are constructed. Casa-Bianchi et al. (Cesa-Bianchi et al. 2004) state that online
learners feed in a hypothesish ∈ H and an example data point(x, y), and return a new hypothesis
hj ∈ H. Based on a set of data pointsZn = ((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)), a set of (not unrelated)
hypotheses will be created.
The methodology outlined in Chapter 3 incorporates the use of an online learning method
incorporating the adaptation of both fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules, reflecting changes in the target
task.
2.3.10 Discussion
Within this section an overview of the FIS was given with an introduction to FL, fuzzy rules and
fuzzy sets. Combined with this, a discussion was provided into varying methods of producing
fuzzy rules in an automated fashion. Particular emphasis was given to the WM methodology as
this is the approach used within this thesis.
A number of attributes can be afforded to WM methodology which are suitable for FuzzyTL.
These can be summarised as:
• Ease of implementation.
• Ability to modify the framework.
• Mature and well established.
• Implemented across a wide number of applications.
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• High generality.
The simplistic and easy approach to the implementation of the WM method allows for a quick
adoption of the framework. Equally, the ability to modify its components are fundamental to the
FuzzyTL frameworks adaptive approach. Its level of generality nd maturity have allowed it to be
applied to a large number of applications. This has been demonstrated with the methods capacity
to be implemented in a broad number of applications.
When solving the problem set out within this thesis, the learning methods discussed encounter
specific issues. The nature of the fuzzy clustering process rquires that the cluster quantity is
defineda priori. This may not always be possible. The search for optimal cluster numbers is a
continuing area of research. Along with the number of clusters, the cluster centroids and location
are also not knowna priori. As a result initial estimates are needed. The clusters themselves can
also produce large variability. The quantity of data points, the density and the variability can cause
classification issues (Gath & Geva 1989).
Similarly within the use of a ANNs, the initialisation of thel arning process can produce the
need fora priori information. A specification must be made of each input variable fuzzy partition
through the initial fuzzy sets (Nauck 1997). An additional problem with neuro-fuzzy systems
is the role of rule learning. Many systems have no rule learning defined or only use simplistic
heuristics. These simple approaches, however, are not sufficient enough to produce small and
interpretable fuzzy rulebases. In many cases rule pruning to reduce the fuzzy rulebase, and fuzzy
clustering methods to find fuzzy rules are proposed.
The use of a GA also can provide certain difficulties. They canbe computationally heavy
weight, with large data sets often needing extensive processing due to nature of the fitness function
evaluation. Although the near-optimal solution can be found, there is a need to understand the
nature of parameters to achieve the best outcome (Casillas et l. 2000). Some processes have
shown that although a reduction in the domain will bring moreefficient results, some knowledge
is necessary to calculate the parameters to reduce the initial search space.
2.4 Transfer Learning
Transferring learning is a humanistic trait that has been well studied across education, psychology
and philosophy (Perkins & Salomon 1992, Macaulay 2001). In education, Transfer Learning (TL)
or the transfer of learning is referred to as
“prior-learned knowledge or skills that affect the way in which new knowledge or
skills are learned and performed. Transfer is deemed to be positive if acquisition and
performance are facilitated, and negative if they are impeded” (Leberman et al. 2006,
McKeough et al. 1995, Cormier & Hagman 1987).
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When applied to a CI domain, the goal of transfer learning is similar. The motivation of transfer
learning is to improve the learning in a target domain by acquiring information from a differing
but related domain. Traditional machine learning strategies work under a number of assumptions.
Mihalkova et al. (Mihalkova et al. 2007) propose that the learning of each new task begins from
scratch. Additionally, there is a need within the majority of machine learning techniques that the
data used for training and testing is required to come from the same feature space. TL offers the
ability to use previously acquired knowledge to improve thelearning in a related area. TL can
be applied to varying domains. As an example, a web documentatio task has been undertaken
to manually label web site documents into defined categories. As a new website is created, the
data features and data distributions are different to thosec ntained within the old site. There is
a lack of training data to categorise the new pages. TL can transfer the classification knowledge
to the new domain (Dai et al. 2007). A major motivation behindthe FuzzyTL framework comes
from environments that lack any prior knowledge in the form of labelled training data. TL is
incorporated into the novel methodology presented in this the is to address issues that arise from
the lack of available training data.
Within this section, a definition of TL is given that will be used in this thesis. As the FuzzyTL
framework incorporates both TL and FL, a discussion is subsequently given on differing CI
techniques that have been used with TL.
2.4.1 Measures, Definition and Foundations
Transfer learning contains two principle elements, aDomainand aTask. According to Pan and
Yang (Pan & Yang 2009), aDomaincan be defined as consisting of two components: a feature
spacex and a marginal probability distributionP (x) whereX = {x1, . . . , xn} ∈ X. A Task
consists of a label spaceY and a predictive functionf(.). The predictive function can be learned
from the training data which is constructed as data pairs{xi, yi} wherexi ∈ X andyi ∈ Y .
The source domaincan be defined asDs = {(xs1 , ys1), . . . , (xsn , ysn)} wherexs ∈ Xs is the
data point andys ∈ Ys is the corresponding label. Thetask domaincan be defined asDt =
{(xt1 , yt1), . . . , (xtn , ytn)} wherext ∈ Xt is the data point andyt ∈ Yt is the corresponding
output.
Based on these definitions transfer learning can be defined as:
Given a source domainDs and a learning taskTs, a target domainDt and a learning
taskTt, transfer learning aims to improve the learning of a new taskTt through the
transfer of knowledge from a related taskTs (Torrey & Shavlik 2009) by the learning
of the predictive function in the target domainDt, whereDs 6= Dt or Ts 6= Tt (Pan &
Yang 2009).
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Torrey and Shavlik (Torrey & Shavlik 2009) set out three measure using this formal definition
of transfer learning to monitor the possible improvements through the use of transfer learning.
1. The initial performance achievable in the target task using only the transferred knowledge,
before any further learning is done, compared to the initialperformance of an ignorant agent.
2. The amount of time it takes to fully learn the target task given the transferred knowledge
compared to the amount of time to learn it from scratch.
3. The final performance level achievable in the target task compared to the final level without
transfer (Torrey & Shavlik 2009).
Using these measures it is possible to calculate the improvement through the implementation
of a transfer learning scheme. An adaptation of these measurs inform the experimentation criteria
used in Chapter 4.
2.4.2 Background
The beginnings of TL stem from a number of areas, however, it is recognised that Multi-Task
Learning (MTL) was highly influential. MTL is a learning methodology that uses parallelisation
of tasks to learn whilst sharing information contained within t e domain. Caruana (1997) describes
an example. Four independent tasks are processed using fourANN working in isolation to produce
a value. This is classed as Single Task Learning (STL). By combining the tasks as inputs into a
single ANN and sharing a common hidden layer, the internal representations that are produced
for one task can be shared. This single backpropagation NN would subsequently produce four
separate outputs. A fundamental concept of Multitask learning is the sharing of previously learnt
information from different tasks while they are trained.
Work by Thrun and Mitchell (Thrun & Mitchell 1995) also pavedthe way to establishing
Transfer Learning. They proposed a methodology that uses task-independent knowledge learnt
over the lifetime of a robot’s activities. The methodology generalised control tasks and
subsequently reduced the need for further experimentation. Thrun and Mitchell highlight four
areas were limitations occur due to the complexity of the enviro ments that they operated within:
Knowledge Bottlekneck: A human designer is limited in their capacity to provide an accurate
model of the world and the robot.
Engineering Bottlekneck: The supply of sufficiently detailed knowledge in a computer accessi-
ble form can be complex and extensive.
Tractability Bottlekneck: Some robot domains are too complex to handle efficiently.
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Precision Bottlekneck: Difficulty can arise in producing robots accurate enough to execute plans
that are generated using the internal models of the world.
There are clear comparisons between the Lifelong Learning methodology and a basic
humanistic form of learning. Each can be defined by related control tasks that are encountered
over a continuous period of time. When faced with a new task tolearn, humans are usually able
to call upon information formed from previous experiences.These will stem from other, related
learning tasks (Thrun 1996). Thrun and Mitchell go on to define the concept of Lifelong Learning
and its necessity in the context of robotic control, and makethis comparison. In a similar vein to
Multitask Learning, lifelong learning is proposed to reduce the difficulty encountered in solving
a related control problem by using knowledge that has been acquired from solving earlier control
problems. There is additional discussion of the feature space when defining the control problem.
If the robot remains the same, the sensors and effectors willequally. However, the environment
and the task (in this case reward function) may change. This is an mportant part of the knowledge
transfer process.
2.4.3 Transfer Learning Types and Variations
In the following section an overview of the different types of TL will be given with a discussion
of the applicability of each learning strategy.
2.4.3.1 Unsupervised Transfer Learning
As with other forms of TL, unsupervised TL looks to improve thpredictive function in the target
domain by extracting information from the source to assist the target. Taking a similar stance to
standard unsupervised learning, the data within neither the target or source domain contains labels.
Cook et al. (Cook et al. 2012) deviate from the standard termsof supervisedandunsupervised
learning. They introduce the use ofin ormedanduninformedwhich are applied to the availability
of labelled data in the source and target areas. Informed Supervised (IS) transfer learning implies
that labelled data is available in both the target and sourcedomains. Informed Unsupervised (IU)
transfer learning, however defines that the labelled data isonly available in the source domain.
By contrast, Uninformed Supervised (US) learning implies that labelled data is available only in
the target domain with Uninformed Unsupervised (UU) transfer learning implying that there is no
availability of labelled data in either domains.
Different methods have been employed to achieve results in this area though they are
dependent on similar restrictions to those exerted by standard unsupervised learning approaches.
The work by Raina et al. (Raina et al. 2007) falls into the category of unsupervised transfer
learning. They developed a method defined asSelf-Taught Learning. Within Self-Taught learning,
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unlabelled data is used in a supervised fashion. Classification of images is improved by using a
large dataset of images from the internet/Web resources. This is combined with a sparse coding
approach to construct high level features.
2.4.3.2 Inductive Transfer Learning
Inductive transfer learning is derived from classical inductive learning. The target learning task is
different from the source learning task. Labelled data in the target domain is required to induce
an objective predictive model. In inductive transfer learning bothDs = {(xs, ys)} andDt =
{(xt, yt)} are known. Additionally there is auxiliary unlabelled datath t is not part of the training
set (Pan & Yang 2009). The way in which the target task is altered by the source task knowledge
is based on the specific inductive learning algorithm used (Torrey & Shavlik 2009).
Cook et al. (2012) propose that there needs to be a more complete taxonomy of inductive
and transductive learning when referencing transfer learning. They specify that inductive learning
requires that labelled data is available within the target domain, whether or not it is available in
the source (Cook et al. 2012). As a result most supervised andIU transfer learning techniques are
inductive.
2.4.3.3 Transductive Transfer Learning
Transductive transfer learning requires that the source and t rget learning tasks be the same, but
the domains may differ (Arnold et al. 2007). Pan and Yang (2009) further define that a quantity
(not all) of the unlabelled target data is required during training to produce a marginal probability
for the target data. Within the context of transfer learning, transductive deviates from the standard
machine learning meaning. In this area of research it predominantly refers to the tasks being the
same and unlabelled data being available in the target domain. Within Cook et al’s definition
(Cook et al. 2012), uninformed supervised methods are additionally transductive TL techniques.
2.4.3.4 Negative Learning
Negative transfer and negative learning has parallels withhuman learning. Perkins and Salomon
(Perkins & Salomon 1992) comment that within education
“negative transfer occurs when learning in one context impacts negatively on the
performance in another”.
Any TL method strives to improve the learning process of the target domain. The effectiveness
of the transfer method depends on the relatedness of the source and target domains (Thrun 1996).
The overall goal of the TL method is to increase the performance of the method whilst avoiding
negative impact. This can be a difficult statement to realise. The approach of the transfer
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method and its relative caution, can have a direct relationship to the positive learning that occurs.
Methods that have safeguards against negative transfer oftn produce fewer positive increases
whilst aggressive strategies with no protection produce larger positive transfer.
There are a number of methods that have approached negative learning. These can be
summarised within three areas:
Incorrect Information The transfer approach attempts to recognise and reject harmful
source knowledge while learning the target task. This approach can remove the source
completely so that the learning is no worse than if the targethad no extra information. Luo
et al. (Luo et al. 2012) use a Active Vector Rotation (AVR) to select a small set of data
points from the source to initialise the learning process within the task. The instances are
weighted from the source so the possibility of negative impact is reduced.
Selection of Source TaskIf there exists the option of more than one source task, the need for
the TL algorithm is to acquire the most fitting task. Negativeransfer can be reduced despite
algorithms having little protection by selecting the best source. Talvitie and Singh (Talvitie
& Singh 2007) map a target task to a related task based on the tasks current situation. A
sequential decision making process is represented as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). An
agent has a group of candidate policies which are generated from the source and the target
task. A decision is made on an optimal policy to use for the target. Talvitie and Singh use
the analogy of a group of experts offering advice. The agent must leverage their knowledge
to learn a solution. The agent can also ignore the advice and learn the task from scratch.
Task Similarity To reduce the risk of negative transfer, some approaches model the
relationship between the tasks. The basis of the similaritycan lead to a better use of the
source information. Cao et al. (Cao et al. 2010) use an automatically learned transfer
scheme to produce a transfer kernel. The transfer kernel models the correlation between
the tasks to produce a measure of similarity. The transfer isthen based on how similar the
source is to the target task.
2.4.3.5 Limited-Data Transfer Learning Methods
Within the transfer learning framework there are a number ofsparse and limited-data methods.
In this context limited-data refers to scenarios with datasets that are a low percentage of the
overall quantity. This can be as low as a single data point. These lend themselves to real-world
applications where little data is often available. One of these approaches is One-Shot Learning.
The basis of One-Shot Learning can be identified by drawing parallels with the abilities of humans
to identify objects under a wide variety of conditions afters eing only a single point. Miller
(Miller 2002) sets out a one-shot learning approach using a transfer basis. The process acquires
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knowledge from one setting and uses it in another. The methodology models new classes of objects
based only on samples of related or support classes. One-shot Learning is carried out on object
classes that are variable such as hand written characters orwriting whose lighting conditions have
changed. Probability densities are developed over common iage changes to form a model. A
combination of a generic model of image change is used with a single sample of a new object to
provide the new model. This model is then used for synthesis,cla sification and other visual tasks.
Larochelle et al. (Larochelle et al. 2008) expand the concept of limited data with the
introduction ofZero-data Learning. Zero-data learning is based on the premise that a model must
generalise to classes or tasks where there is no availability of raining data, only a description
of the data. It is assumed that the situation may occur that nolabelled data is available so
descriptions are used. There are similarities between the problem proposed within this thesis
and that approached by Larochelle et al. Larochelle et al. assumed that the descriptions that are
used within the classification process are predefined. Within Zero-data Learningthe hierarchical
definitions can often come from expert opinion, differing from the automated, data-driven strategy
chosen within this thesis.
2.4.3.6 Transfer Learning With Computational Intelligence
To construct the algorithms that constitute the learning methods within transfer learning, a number
of differing CI methods have been employed. Within this section, some of the major variations
will be discussed.
Transfer Learning Using Genetic Algorithms: A goal of transfer learning is to increase the
speed of the learning process by incorporating differing, but related task data. Taylor et al. (Taylor
et al. 2006) introduce the use of GA’s and TL by extending a previously constructed algorithm
to endeavour to achieve this goal. Their approach is to extend he TL method of producing a
translation function. This process allows for differing value functions that have been learnt to be
mapped from source to target tasks. Taylor et al. (Taylor et al. 2006) incorporate the use of a set of
policies originally constructed by a GA to form the initial population for training the target task.
They show that transfer of inter-task mappings can reduce the time required to learn a second,
more complex task.
Transfer Learning Using Neural Networks: In the scope of transfer learning, Collobert and
Weston (Collobert & Weston 2008) apply the use of a deep ANN architecture for Natural Language
Processing (NLP). They use a ANN architecture that when given a single sentence will output
a host of predictions: tags, named entities, semantic roles, s mantically similar words and the
likelihood that the sentence makes sense. Feature extraction is placed across the sentence on
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a number of layers. The features in deep layers of the ANN are tr ined automatically to the
relevant task. All the tasks within the feature extraction are jointly trained with the exception
of the language model. The training of this model is carried out through semi-supervised and
multi-task learning.
Transfer Learning Using Reinforcement Learning: The concept of Reinforcement Learning
(RL) is based on trial and error (Sutton & Barto 1998), a way ofpr gramming an agent through
reward and punishment without the need to specify how the task is completed (Kaelbling et al.






Figure. 2.6. The Standard Reinforcement Model Adapted From(Kaelbling et al. 1996).
An agent, depicted in the diagram as a person, is connected toits environmentT via perception
and action. At each step of the interaction, the agent receivs inputs (an indication of the
current statei and the current state of the environments). The agent uses these to generate an
action output,a. The action changes the state of the environment which the stat transition is
communicated to the agent through a scalar reinforcement sig al r (Kaelbling et al. 1996). The
behaviour of the agentB should choose actions that increase the sum of values ofr. This process
can be learnt through trial and error with additional guidance from learning algorithms.
Barrett et al. (Barrett et al. 2010) implement a RL based transfer learning method in physically
grounded robots. The robots are trained in a controlled enviro ment in order to deal with expected
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situations. As the robot encounters unexpected events, theproc ss of RL is used to learn behaviour.
As the learning of behaviour can be costly, the reuse of priorinformation is used in order to
increase the speed of the learning.
Transfer Learning using Dimensionality Reduction: High dimensional datasets present
mathematical challenges. Not all of the variables that are present in a dataset are necessarily
required to understand the context that is being studied (Foor 2002). Dimensionality reduction
attempts to address this problem by reducing the amount of variables under consideration. The
problem can be formally described as follows: given ap-dimensional random variableX =
(xa, . . . , xp)
T , the goal is to find a lower dimensional representation of it wheres = (s1, . . . , sk)T
andk ≤ p whilst capturing the content in the original data accordingto a defined criteria.
Pan et al. (Pan et al. 2008) propose the exploitation of the latent space that exists between
source and target domains as a bridge to facilitate knowledge transfer. The methodology is based
upon finding close marginal distributions between the source and target data. Specifically, if the
two domains are related, there can exist common latent variables that are contained within the
observed data. A portion of the variables may have a negativeimpact on the distributions of the
observations. Equally, others can have a positive impact. Taking the latent factors that do not
cause change across the domains, a lower-dimensional spacei formed.
2.4.4 Other Learning Methods
By its very nature TL is an overarching methodology taking influence and encapsulating other
processes. In this section, related learning methods will be discussed.
2.4.4.1 Semi-Supervised Learning
Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) sits in between supervisedand unsupervised learning. Unlike
supervised learning, where the goal is to learn a mapping from x to y, given a training set of pairs
(xi, yi), SSL is supplied with unlabelled data.yi ∈ Y is referred to as the labels ofxi. Typically
the focus of unsupervised learning is to find structure in theunlabelled data,X = (x1, . . . , xn)
wherexi ∈ X for all of i ∈ n (Chapelle et al. 2006). SSL can be defined as a learning method
that uses a quantity of unlabelled data, together with labeled data to build more efficient and
cohesive classifiers (Zhu 2006). The dataX = (xi) i ∈ n can be divided in two segments. The
first Xl = (x1, . . . , xl) for which labels are provided,Yl = (Y1, . . . , Yl) and unlabelled points
Xu = (xl+1, . . . , xl+u). SSL predominantly focuses on the classification problem space (Zhu
et al. 2003, Erkan et al. 2007). A distinction can be found betwe n semi-supervised learning and
transfer learning. Semi-supervised learning assumes, in the most part, that the data comes from the
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same data distribution. However, TL allows for the domains,ta ks and distributions to be different
(Pan & Yang 2009).
Liu et al discuss the use of a dynamic fuzzy semi-supervised multitask process. This
framework is based on the use of a semi-supervised multitasklearning process combined into
a single framework (Liu et al. 2009). The authors expand semi-supervised fuzzy pattern matching
to use attributes from differing sources to classify the target domain.
2.4.4.2 Domain Adaptation
Domain adaptation has many similarities to transfer learning in form and approach. Largely based
on statistical classification, domain adaptation focusseson the basic assumption that although
training and test data used for many learning methods come from the same distribution, the
application data does not. Domain adaptation focuses on theuse ofin-domaindata that is related
to but not within the same distribution asout-of-domaindata (Daumé III & Marcu 2006). This
is in contrast to the problem of multi-task learning (Caruana 1997) where the distribution of
the data does not change, while the task can vary from source to target. There is also a strong
relationship between domain adaptation and semi-supervised learning (see Section 2.4.4.1). It can
be considered that domain adaptation sits within the wider ar a of TL. Based on this TL can be
considered not to be a defined methodology, however an overarching architecture. For this reason,
domain adaptation methods will be viewed as being inclusiveof transfer learning.
2.4.5 Discussion
In this section a broad outline of transfer learning was given with particular focus on supplying:
• A definition of transfer learning.
• An overview of the types of transfer learning.
• An overview of applications of computational intelligencewithin transfer learning.
• A broad look at comparative learning methods linked to transfer learning.
The preliminary parts of this section set out to offer the reader the background knowledge
needed to understand TL. As discussed, TL forms one of the main elements within the
FuzzyTL framework. The methodology approaches the issues that arise through the lack of
available training data by incorporating knowledge from contextually differing, but similar
implementations.
Additionally within this section, by illustrating the applications of CI, it was shown that the
overarching framework of TL has the ability to incorporate additional learning methodologies. A
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full explanation of the incorporation of FL and TL within theFuzzyTL framework will be given
within Chapter 3.
2.5 Intelligent Environments
IEs can produce data that contains both uncertainty and vagueness. There has been much research
into modelling the uncertainty of IEs with FL techniques. This section discusses work and
applications of FL to IEs. The initial section will focus on aoverview of IEs with particular
scrutiny of the varying definitions used within the area. A background is given of the varying
definitions that surround Smart Environment (SE), Ambient Intelligence (AmI) and IEs. This
understanding of terminology and definitions that will be usd within subsequent sections of this
thesis.
2.5.1 Definition
The concept of integrating people, devices and computationthat was constructed by Weiser
(Weiser 1991) in the early 1990’s laid the foundations for what is referred to as pervasive or
ubiquitous computing. Intelligent, Smart and AmI environments stem from this foundation.
Pervasive Computing (PerCom) is
“based on the integration between computer processing and common-use objects by
means of small micro systems whose presence cannot detect orare not interested to
detect” (Genco & Sorce 2010).
A pervasive computing environment can also be characterised a
“one saturated with computing and communication capability, yet so gracefully
integrated with users that it becomes atechnology that disappears” (Satyanarayanan
2001).
Satanarayanan goes on to state that pervasive computing environments consist of four elements.
The technology must firstly disappear from the perception ofthe user. The goal of the system
is for interaction between user and the technology at an almost subconscious level. Secondly, the
scalability of the implemented system is primary to its usability. For example, the quantity of users
should not distract from how the system responds. As furthermobility and complexity occurs, the
implementation should absorb this. The third element is themasking of uneven environments. As
a user moves from office to office, workplace to home, their perceptions of the technology that is
around them should be managed. How smart an environment is perceiv d to be is linked directly
to the perception of invisibility. The fourth element relats to what Satanarayanan describes as the
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effective use of Smart Spaces. This is the bringing togetherof systems, such as sensor technology,
to intelligently control the environment of homes, or software applications, that alter behaviour
according to a users location. This element relates directly to the concept of intelligent, smart and
ambient IEs, and how they are defined, however, it is a departure from the more overarching and
abstracted view previously discussed.
The definitions IE, SE and AmI are often used indiscriminately within literature and have a
direct relationship to the concept of PerCom. There are a number of varying definitions for each
concept. Cook and Das in reference to Youngblood et al. (Youngblood et al. 2005) state that a
smart environment is
“one that is able to acquire and apply knowledge about the environment and its
inhabitants in order to improve their experience in that enviro ment” (Cook &
Das 2007).
Cook and Das expand on this by focussing on the predictive anddecision making requirements of
an SE. To improve the experience of the user in the environment th re is a need for the software
within the SE system to be fully automated and adaptive, so removing the control that lies with
the user. This requires the software to improve its performance over time through knowledge
acquisition (Cook & Das 2004). Although more in tune with Satanarayanan’s definition of
Pervasive Computing, the incorporation of intelligent software that has a decision making capacity
alongside an adaptive nature is more focussed than the general view of PerCom.
Similarly AmI and Ambient Intelligent Environment (AIE) are categorised in the same fashion
to SE’s. Hagras et al. (Hagras 2007) define AIE’s as relying onubiquitous computing technologies
to implement the hardware structure that they need to operate. However, AIEs require a distributed
intelligence such as intelligent agents to create a pervasive layer of intelligence within the system
(Hagras 2007). This definition runs in parallel to that of an SE but again emphasises differences
between AIEs and PerCom. The relationship between PerCom and IEs, SEs and AmI produces
a hierarchical structure. Whilst the perceptual nature of Pervasive Computing separates it from
computing in general, IEs can be viewed as a prerequisite to pervasive computing (Saha &
Mukherjee 2003). Overall pervasive computing encapsulates IEs within a higher level, more
generalised definition. Although sharing a high proportionof attributes, the focus of IEs on
context-awareness, intelligent control and auseof a pervasive computing system differentiates
the two concepts.
To summarise, IEs, SE and AIEs define the same concept. Adapting the definition of Cook
and Das, these can be broadly represented as:
“A system to acquire and apply knowledge about the environment and its
inhabitants in order to improve their experience in that enviro ment through the use
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of an intelligent structure that demonstrates adaptive, prdictive and decision making
capabilities” (Cook & Das 2007).
Within this thesis IE, SE and AmI will be used interchangeably and will refer to the definition
outlined.
2.5.2 Computational Intelligence in Intelligent Environments
Computational Intelligence covers a wide breadth of techniques and processes. Many of these
have been successfully used within IEs to model, adapt and optimise applications produced for
IEs. Within this section, the use of FL techniques (see section 2.3 for an explanation of FL) will
be discussed within the scope of AmI, smart and IEs.
IEs exemplify the dynamic nature of real-world applications that can produce vagueness and
imprecision. As a result of this, FL has been used to assist inthe modelling process, the learning
of models and with decision making structures of many IE implementations.
Combining context-aware and a fuzzy approach, the work of Copetti et al. (Copetti et al. 2009)
incorporates a reasoning module based upon the use of FL rules. The reasoning module forms
a part of the Health Support in Aware and Ubiquitous DomesticEnvironments (H-SAUDE)
framework. As a major element of the framework, the reasoning module is the basis for the
decision making function. The module receives preprocessed data from sensors as inputs and
subsequently conducts analysis to determine critical and emergency situations relating to an
individuals hypertensive condition. The system is based upon a process of FL modelling created
using an expert system. The initial stage, as with all FIS is the formation of fuzzy rules. This
is achieved through the use of medical knowledge relating tothe monitoring of key attributes.
Copettis et al gives an example of this type of rule as:
IF the average systolic pressure is greater than 135mmHgAND the diastolic is greater then
85mmHgTHEN the patient is considered hypertensive (Copetti et al. 2009).
The decision making necessary to produce a valid output is formed from the use of fuzzy sets
associated with both the medical diagnostics and the patients behaviour. The system outputs a
value relating to the patients state (normal, alert or emergency). A historical analysis of the patients
information is produced to individually assess the contextover time. For example, if a patients
status update occurs infrequently, the output is moved to anemergency level. This generated data
is stored to help the next decision.
2.5.2.1 Multi-Agent Adaptive Fuzzy Systems
Multi-Agent: Doctor et al. (Doctor et al. 2005) incorporated a fuzzy learning and adaptation
technique within an AmI environment Intelligent Dormitory(iDorm), also known as iSpace in
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Essex, UK. Doctor et al. (2005) developed a life-long learning method using multiple intelligent
agents incorporated into an IE environment. The life-long learning structure is based upon a Fuzzy
Logic Controller (FLC) that uses a model free approach. The technique is referred to as Adaptive
Online Fuzzy Inference System (AOFIS). This is based upon a usupervised data-driven one-pass
approach for extracting fuzzy rules and membership functios from data. The FLC is used to
model the users behaviour within the IE.
To produce the FLC, Doctor et al proposed that the data is gathered by the monitoring of
the user in the iDorm. A snapshot of user activity is capturedwhen an actuator, such as those
attached to the opening of a window, are altered. The sensor values and the actuator values are
recorded at intervals across a defined period. This forms a set of mapped multi-input multi-output
data pairs. Using these pairings, the AOFIS system uses a double-cl stering approach combining
Fuzzy-C Means (FCM) and hierarchical clustering to extractfuzzy membership functions. The
membership functions produced are merged with a process to extract rules for defining the users
behaviour.
The approach is based upon the enhanced WM method (Wang & Mendel 1992) created by
Wang (Wang 2003). Wang’s extended WM method is used to construct fuzzy rules through the
use of numerical data. Using Wang’s method, Doctor et al. gain fuzzy rules relating to the input-
output data within the IE. Once the membership functions andthe fuzzy rules are captured using
the double clustering and rule extraction methods, the agent FLC are entrusted to start controlling
the environment on behalf of the user. The agent monitors theusers environment and affects
actuators based on what has been learned.
Online Adaptation: The AOFIS (Doctor et al. 2005) system also uses an online adapt tion and
life-long learning system. The user may make adjustments toune the system, or the behaviour
of the user may alter, and in doing so the system adapts to these changes. The rules housed
within the system are adapted or new rules are added to take into account these changes to the
user preferences. The incorporation of new rules requires the addition of new labelled information
directly from the user. This data acts as an enhancement to the riginal source dataset. The
system also incorporates delayed learning in case there aresingl instances of behaviour. Several
occurrences of the same behaviour are needed to trigger a change.
To produce the changes in the rules, the same snapshot methodpreviously employed is again
used. If the user overrides the agent system, the snap shot isrecorded and passed to the adaptation
process. To adapt the rules in the rulebase, the input valuesre fed into the system to gain a weight.
The weight is formed from each rule using the product of the input membership functions as they
are fired, for example weightw > 0. The rule with the largest consequent membership function
are selected to replace the consequent sets of the fired rules, or if no rule is fired at all (Doctor
et al. 2005).
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Embracing a life long learning strategy in a similar way to Doctor et al. , Acampora et al.
(Acampora et al. 2010) present a multi-agent fuzzy strategyo generate context-aware data. The
system proposed by Acampora et al. has two levels of adaptation, hardware and software. The
hardware level adapts the services offered through the collction of hardware items that are used
within the IE. The software induces, from inputs within the IE structure, the most suitable service
or collection of services to satisfy the users requirements. Each service provides a response to a
users requirements such as temperature, lighting and windocontrol. This is produced through
three service concepts: policy, context, and fuzzy contextsituation.
The policy concept is a rule that determines the level of Quality Of Service (QoS) that is
provided, for example as1 = temperatureControl, P1 = {Low,Medium,High} wheres equals
service andP equals policy (Acampora et al. 2010). The concept policy uses context information
to help inform the policy concept. This is based on generalised contextual information. The
fuzzy context situation allows for context information to be represented at any point in time. The
contextual data is combined with temporal information to beprocessed via predefined membership
functions. The membership functions are used to create fuzzy rules. This is achieved through the
use of a two pronged learning strategy:Learning ModeandService Mode.
Doctor et al. and Rutishauser et al. propose the use of multi-agent systems combined with
FL for the use in IEs (Doctor et al. 2005, Rutishauser et al. 2005). The basis for Rutishaiser’s
(2005) work is a framework that uses an unsupervised online real-time learning process. This is
used to form a fuzzy rulebase. The goal of the system is to supply the demands of an intelligent
building and the users within, meeting their needs, comfortand preferences (Rutishauser et al.
2005). The system implements a variety of sensors into a building to record varying environmental
data. These act as the inputs into the control structure. Thecontrol is based on two layers. One
layer encapsulates the building as a whole focussing on inputs s ch as humidity, temperature,
radiation, illumination and time. The second layer takes variables for each individual room. This
grouping focusses on inputs such as light status and day light. The output relates to a single binary
value that forms the basis of each rule, for example bring theblind up. Rutishauser et al. propose
the use of two types of rule: static and dynamic. A static fuzzy rule holds the fixed requirements
of the system, whereas a dynamic rule relates to the preferenc s of the user (Rutishauser et al.
2005). The static rulebase is produced pre-specified, and not learnt. The learning process produces
dynamic rules online. A conflict process is used to emphasisea rule.
The adaptive learning process used within Rutishauser et al.’s system is based upon the use
of adaptive fuzzy reinforcement learning (Bonarini 1997) and maximal structure FL rules (Castro
et al. 1999) combined with a Truth Maintenance System (TMS) (Doyle 1979). The proposed
algorithm uses all of the information provided by the environment to construct a maximal structure
rule-base. The availability of new data from the IE either strengthens or adds rules to the rulebase.
The framework decides if the newly acquired information should act as a reward or a punishment
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in order to produce a reinforcement learning process. This is achieved via a process of a rule
subsumption system. However, in order for the rulebase to act effectively rules that contradict
each other also go through a process of removal.
2.5.2.2 Fuzzy Logic Systems for Prediction
Embodying an application with the ability to predict is the aim of FL and fuzzy classifiers within
AmI. The production of a predictive environment is the focusof the work of Akhlaghinia et al.
(Akhlaghinia et al. 2007). In their work, Akhlaghinia et al.use a number of techniques to form a
prediction of occupancy within an Assisted Living (AL) environment.
Puteh et al. (Puteh et al. 2012) present a Dynamic Power UsageSch me (DPUS) to control
office workers user space through the profiling of workers activity. The system employs a Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN) to record activity data within individual offices. This information is
combined with information from a monitoring agent embeddedin the users PC. The combined
information is analysed by a control server. This application forms the decision making process
resulting in a response to the information. Actions such as PC activation, or heating and lighting
alteration are used. To accomplish the activation process,the application uses a fuzzy strategy.
The raw data from the sensor network is transformed into meaningful information regarding the
working situation. A four stage process is employed:
1. The data is pre-processed into a compact, efficient form.
2. The information is fuzzified into meaningful categories.
3. Two user profiles are formed: course and fine.
4. A simple rulebase is extracted to form a control scheme forpower management.
A trial system was applied to three offices within a university. A reduction in power usage was
shown to occur with the introduction of the prototype DPUS over the currently employed system.
2.5.2.3 Interval and General Type-2 Fuzzy Logic Implementations
There is a significant body of work in the area of type-2 FL and its use within IEs. The uncertainty
that embodies the dynamic nature of real-world applications can be captured through the use of
type-1 FL and structures such as the FLC (for a more expanded discussion on uncertainty and the
use of type-1 FL see section 2.3). The use of type-2 FL, in bothits general and interval forms, is
proposed to be able to encapsulate the uncertainties withinreal-world applications beyond crisp
type-1 fuzzy sets. Hagras et al. in (Hagras et al. 2007) propose that type-1 fuzzy based systems
can only handle slight uncertainties within the short term.As a consequence, these systems will
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degrade over time. For long term uncertainties to be absorbed, such as those that are experienced
within environmental conditions and user activity across seasonal variations, there is a need for
the use of type-2 fuzzy sets. Hagras et al. propose that throug the use of a third dimension and the
inclusion of the Footprint Of Uncertainty (FOU), a system designed around type-2 fuzzy sets can
both model and handle the short and long term uncertainties.Thi discussion is beyond the scope
of this thesis. For an insight into this the structure of type-2 fuzzy sets, see the work of Mendel
and John (Mendel & John 2002). Hagras (Hagras 2007) proposedthat the use of an interval type-2
FLC has the potential to handle high levels of uncertainty and overcome the limitations of a type-1
FLC. This is demonstrated with applications in the area of AmI.
Hagras et al. (Hagras et al. 2007) incorporate the use of type-2 FL into IEs by expanding
on previous work in (Doctor et al. 2005). They build on the previous learning system, AOFIS,
by producing an incremental version, Incremental AdaptiveOnline Fuzzy Inference System
(IAOFIS). The approach is based on an eight phase operation that again uses a one-pass approach
for extracting fuzzy rules and learning. IAOFIS produces type-2 membership functions and fuzzy
rules, and utilises an interval type-2 FLC to model the usersb haviour. The eight phases are:
Phase 1:Data from the user is captured over a specific time period to form input/output
associations.
Phase 2: The system learns from the data captured inPhase 1:. The users behaviour is
modelled using type-1 fuzzy sets and membership functions.This process is based on the
double clustering method outlined in (Doctor et al. 2005).
Phase 3:The produced FLC operates the environment to comply with theusers preferences.
Phase 4:Short term uncertainties are adsorbed through the adaptation of the FLC rulebase
by adding and altering rules.
Phase 5:As the system starts to degrade, the user is again monitored over a set period of
time.
Phase 6:The system again learns from the data that is produced, creating in erval type-2
Membership Function (MF) and rules.
Phase 7:The system operates within the environment based on the learnt behaviours and
preferences.
Phase 8:The FLC adapts to the short term uncertainties but after an extended period the
uncertainties that arise due to the environmental conditions are also absorbed viaPhase 5
(Hagras et al. 2007).
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Wagner et al. (Wagner & Hagras 2010) enhance the use of type-2FL within AmI environments
by investigating the application of the more complex general type-2 FL sets within real-world
applications. They propose the use of multiple interval type-2 fuzzy sets to generate general type-
2 fuzzy sets. Wagner et al. demonstrate the use of interval type-2 fuzzy sets to construct general
type-2 fuzzy sets within the confines of the University of Essex iSpace AmI testbed. Drawing on
the work of Doctor et al. (Doctor et al. 2005) and Hagras et al.(Hagras et al. 2007), Wagner et al.
employ the use FCM to extract type-1 fuzzy sets from collected data to model individual sensor
devices and generate FL rules to reproduce the users preferences. As previously discussed, type-2
fuzzy systems have been used to negate the deterioration that occurs as the system experiences
changes unavoidable within a real-world setting.
The work of Wagner et al. (Wagner & Hagras 2010) discussed theuse of zSlice based general
type-2 fuzzy sets from existing interval type-2 sets. This allows for a continuous updating of the
fuzzy sets while modelling, what Wagner et al. define as, the agr ement of the interval type-2
sets over a period of time. The agreement is an area where the interval type-2 fuzzy sets overlap.
The creation of zSlice based general type-2 fuzzy sets from multiple interval type-2 fuzzy sets is
based on the concept of the representation of certainty. Areas of membership covered by multiple
interval type-2 membership functions are less uncertain tha ose areas that are covered by fewer
functions (Wagner & Hagras 2010). The more MF’s that overlapat a specific membership value,
the more certainty that is assigned to a crisp input.
2.5.3 Discussion
To demonstrate the effective application of the FuzzyTL framework within uncertain, vague and
contextually differing environments, Chapter 4 describedthe implementation of the framework on
data produced within an IE. To highlight previous research in this area and establish the use of FL
methods in modelling IEs, Section 2.5.2 gave an overview of anumber of implementations of FL
techniques that have been applied to the varying domains of IEs.
The application of FL, fuzzy modelling and the use of a FIS in IEs have produced strong results
in both simulated and experimental environments. In this section a number of implementations
highlighting the combination of IEs and FL to learn, classify and predicate required parameters
are illustrated. The application of the FuzzyTL framework is shown to be applicable to the problem
domain of IEs through the production of a predictive process. In Chapter 4, an in depth view of
the experimental application of the FuzzyTL framework willbe given. This chapter will draw on
the literature reviewed in this section.
In the following chapter, Chapter 3, the framework that forms the main, novel element will be
presented. The literature that has been reviewed throughout t is chapter forms the background to





A facet of learning is the ability to transfer information from one context to another. Information
gained through learning can be generalised, absorbing inconsistencies and anomalies. The
hypothesis of this thesis is that what has been learnt can be adapted in order to accomplish the
new task, building upon and adapting the previous knowledge. It is in this premise that the Fuzzy
Transfer Learning (FuzzyTL) framework is based. In this chapter, the major elements of the
FuzzyTL methodology are outlined. Firstly, in Section 3.2 an overview of the framework is given.
In the following section, Section 3.3, the definitions used in th s section are outlined. In Section 3.4
an in depth discussion of the fuzzy transfer of knowledge will be given with a further discussion of
the contextual adaptation in Section 3.5. This chapter highlights the major and novel contributions
of this research.
3.2 Overview
The FuzzyTL methodology is contained within a framework structure. The key components can
be seen in Figure 3.1.
In this structure there are two distinct processes: firstly,the transferring of the fuzzy concepts
and their relationships, and secondly, the adaptation of the uzzy components using knowledge of
the application context. In the first stage the system uses a source of labelled data to instigate a
learning process. The learning process uses this source data to construct a Fuzzy Inference System
(FIS). The structure of the FIS, as discussed in Chapter 2, consists of fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules.
The FIS is used to capture the knowledge from the source, and tr sfer it to the target task. This
process of transferring information is a fundamental aspect of the FuzzyTL methodology, and



















Figure. 3.1. Overview of the Fuzzy Transfer Learning Framework.
Unlike Informed Supervised (IS) TL (as discussed in Section2.4.3.1) where a quantity of
labelled data is required from both the source and the targettask, IU TL describes situations where
no labelled data is available from the target task. The FuzzyTL methodology captures information
from the source task to act as an initial learning point for the target task. This is the basis for the
TL process.
The second stage of the framework addresses the adaptation of he FIS. The adaptation process
uses knowledge from the unlabelled task dataset coupled with previously learnt information.
This process adapts the individual components of the FIS to capture the variations in the data.
Alterations and variations from situation to situation, are bsorbed through changes made within
the domains of the fuzzy sets and adaptations to the rulebase. This is in keeping with the
ideas discussed in Section 2.4.3.3 relating to domain adapttion. In this chapter, the FuzzyTL
methodology is shown to be able to use the transfer of information to assist in bridging the
knowledge gap. Through an online adaptation process, newlyaccrued information can be
absorbed. In the following chapter, Chapter 4, the application of these methods are shown through
the frameworks abilities to predict tasks using real-worlddata sources. The subsequent sections
give an in depth explanation of the FuzzyTL framework. In order to understand the following
methodology, a number of definitions are set out.
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3.3 Definitions
To continue the discussion of the novel FuzzyTL methodology, a series of elements need to be







wherex ∈ X are data inputs,y ∈ Y is an output, andN is the number of data tuples within the
domain. Equally, the targetDt and adaptive domainsDa can be defined in the same way.
Additionally, the domain can be defined through the use of intervals. Within this chapter, an
interval is referred to as a bounded set of real numbers
A = [aL, aR] = {a : aL ≤ a ≤ aR, a ∈ R} (3.2)
whereaL and aR are the left and right limits of the intervalA (Sengupta & Pal 2000). Two
intervalsA andB are considered equal if their corresponding endpoints are equal. So,A = B if
aL = bL andaR = bR. The intersection of two intervals is emptyA ∩ B = ∅, if aR < bL or
bL > aR (Moore 1987). The extended addition⊕ and extended subtraction⊖ can be defined as:
A⊕B = [aL + bL, aR + bR], (3.3)
A⊖B = [aL − bL, aR − bR]. (3.4)
The notion of≤ is extended to intervals as
A ≤ B ⇐⇒ aR ≤ bL. (3.5)
Set inclusion is also extended to be defined as
A ⊆ B ⇐⇒ aL ≥ bL andaR ≤ bR. (3.6)














A domain will also be defined through its relationship to fuzzy sets. A source domain with
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wherevs to vl are the setsvery small, small, medium, large andvery largerespectively. These
sets can be any description that is suitable to the context. Within this chapter, the fuzzy sets are
constructed as normal, continuous and triangular.
The rulebases used within the subsequent sections are defined using the same notation. A
rulebase that contains two antecedent and one consequent sets is d picted as
R = {fXr1 ,
fXr2 ,
fY r}P (3.9)
whereR is the rulebase,X is a data input,Y is the corresponding output, andP is the number of
rules.
3.4 Transferring Fuzzy Concepts
The first stage of the FuzzyTL process is the construction of the FIS (Fuzzy Inference System).
Fuzzy rules and fuzzy sets are formed via the use of an Ad-Hoc Data riven Learning (ADDL)
process which is calculated from numerical data. The methoduses numerical data to form the
sets and rules, a procedure based on an algorithm proposed byWang-Mendel (WM) (Wang &
Mendel 1992). The FuzzyTL framework builds on the method by adding a novel rule reduction
process. The addition of a fuzzy frequency measure reduces the impact of anomalous data, and
increases the information extracted from the numerical data.
3.4.1 Transferring Knowledge Through a Fuzzy Logic System
The basis of the WM process is the formation of fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules from numerical data
as outlined in Section 2.3.5.1. The use of the method is not restricted to an individual application
domain and has been shown to be applicable to a broad number ofimplementations (Teodorovic
et al. 2001, Yang et al. 2010, Doctor et al. 2005). The methodology is a generalised one and is
in keeping with the basis of the FuzzyTL framework. The algorithm produced by WM can be
described as an ad hoc data-driven method. Benefits can be attributed to using this method of
extraction. Its simplicity makes it easily understandableand the nature of the low computation
required allows for a greater speed of implementation. The swift preliminary fuzzy modelling
process allows for the subsequent adaptation of the model byother methods (Casillas et al. 2000).
The proposed fuzzy frequency pruning builds on these attribu es, allowing for a greater depth of
information to be extracted from the numerical data.
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In order to transfer knowledge from one context to another, this information initially needs
to be captured in a model. Within the FuzzyTL framework, thismodel is a FIS. As discussed
in Section 2.3.4, the FIS consists of fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules. To form both the sets and rules
of the FIS, the WM methodology uses numerical data to extracthe structure. The source task
is provided as a numerical dataset consisting of labelled data. Non-numerical data can be used
within the system but will require pre-processing. For example, the use of categorical data types
such as hair colour (brown, red, blonde and black) or car makes (Ford, Audi and Citreon) can be
adjusted into real-valued numerical values.
The labelled source dataset is required to be input-output pairs. Previously defined, these can
be Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) data instances. The FuzzyTL framework follows
the standard WM process for the production of the fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules. In the WM
method, a standard2n+ 1 quantity of sets are used. This is a user defined number and depen nt
on expert knowledge. It can be adapted for changing implementatio s and situations. In this
implementation, triangular functions will be used, however the use of singleton, trapezoid or
Gaussian functions can be incorporated into the system.
Following the production of the fuzzy sets, the WM method (see S ction 2.3.5.1), requires the
production of a fuzzy rulebase. A fundamental aspect of thisprocess is the reduction in quantity of
the rules in the exhaustive rulebase. Under the standard WM process, a weighted measure is used
to produce a Reduced Rule Base (RRB). This emphasises the rules with the highest antecedent
and consequent membership values. In the exhaustive rulebase, there exists further information
that can inform both the RRB construction and further enhance the transfer process. The FuzzyTL
framework adds to the WM method by supplementing the processwith a fuzzy frequency measure.
The addition of the fuzzy frequency measure endeavours to rem v the possibility of anomalous
data influencing the production of fuzzy rules.
The following section outlines the extension of the numerical extraction process to incorporate
the frequency rule pruning method.
3.4.2 Extending the Wang-Mendel Method: Fuzzy Frequency Rule Pruning
To highlight the properties of the FuzzyTL framework, an example will be used. The example can
be defined as Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) data consisting of a two input (x1,x2) and one
output (y) example, withm data points.
In the standard WM process, the rulebase is created by using the membership values of each
data instance. The inputsx1, x2 and outputy each produce a value based upon the greatest
membership in each set of the domain. Using these membershipvalues, the corresponding sets
form the basis of the rule. Each data instance, as a result, produces a single rule. This is discussed
at greater length in Section 2.3.5.1. To reduce the rulebase, rule pruning is carried out. Each rule
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is assigned a weight based on the membership of the antecedent and consequent values. Figure
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Figure. 3.2. Membership Values in Fuzzy Setsx1, x2 andy




1)⇒ [x11 (0.65 in L),x
1
2 (0.7 in M),y1 (0.55 in S)]⇒ Rule 1
IF x11 is L andx
1




2)⇒ [x21 (0.75 in L),x
2
2 (1.0 in M),y2 (0.75 in L)]⇒ Rule 2
IF x21 is L andx
2
2 is M THEN y2 is L;
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Based on this premise,m tuples produce the equivalent quantity of rules in the rulebas . As a
result, large datasets can produce large, unmanageable andhighly inefficient rulebases. Multiple
cases of the same rule can occur with multiple rules sharing the same antecedent values. To remove
this impact, a rule pruning process is used.
The WM process uses a rule reduction method based on a weighting of the output. The weight
is formed from the membership of each antecedent and consequent function. The basis of this




2) is greater than that ofµ(x11, x
1
2, y
1). To remove the conflict produced
resulting from sharing the antecedent values, the lower valued rule is removed. By removing each
rulebased on the greatest weight, the rule with the maximum me bership based on the antecedent
group remains.
To capture more of the information contained within the exhaustive rulebase, the FuzzyTL
framework uses a frequency value. This value gains more information from the original rulebase
by focusing on the number of occurrences of each rule.








wherer is a rule in the exhaustive rulebaseE , andFmin andFmax are the quantity of the
lowest and highest occurring rules.
Based on this range of values, a membership function is formed to capture the frequency of
the rulesµFreq(F ) within the rulebase. This can be described as




The parameterc uses the valueFmax previously taken from the frequency of the rule. This is
the peak of the function and provides the point of the maximummembership.σ is a predefined
value used to shape the function. The input to the function istaken as the frequency of each rule
Fr. As the values to be used within the function can be at the extrmes of the interval, the use of a
triangular function can result in a zero value. To negate this, a Gaussian function is implemented.
The membership value,µFreq(F ), provides an additional weighting to the process used by
WM to prune the rulebase. The memberships of the antecedent and consequent values are
combined with the fuzzy frequency to form a new weight.
As the rules are grouped into sections based on the similarity of the antecedent values of the
rules, the rule with the highest overall weighting is retained in the RRB. Algorithm 3.1 illustrates
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Algorithm 3.1 Process to Gain the Highest Weighted Fuzzy Frequency Rule.
Exhaustive Rule BaseE
Input Variablex ∈ X
Number of Input Variablesg
Output Variabley ∈ Y




Frequency of a RuleFri
Rules Grouped by AntecedentGR




























the process. Here, the largest weight is calculated for a single group of rules with equal antecedent
values. The same process would be carried out for all groups throughout the dataset.
Initially, the algorithm combines the membership of the antecedent and consequent values for
each rule that exists within the groupGR. The fuzzy frequency value is used to add a weight to
the quantity. The highest value is found by iterating through the grouped rules. The final defined
rule is added to the Reduced Rule BaseR.
To illustrate the process a toy example will be presented. Table 3.1 highlights 10 data points
used in this example.
Each data tuple produces a single rule. This results in the grouped rulebase consisting of
10 rules. The standard WM method groups together the antecedent values in order to eliminate
duplication. As a result, the example outlined would be brought together as a single group. To
remove matching rules a weight is formed. In the example, therule with the greatest product
membership outputs a rule of{Very Low, Very Low, Very Low}. This is shown in Table 3.1 as rule
1. For the rule described, the value is formed as
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1 Very Low 0.30 Very Low 0.60 Very Low 0.75 1 0.13 0.13 0.02
2 Very Low 0.30 Very Low 0.60 Low 0.25 6 1.00 0.04 0.04
2 Very Low 0.30 Very Low 0.60 Low 0.25 6 1.00 0.04 0.04
2 Very Low 0.30 Very Low 0.60 Low 0.25 6 1.00 0.04 0.04
2 Very Low 0.30 Very Low 0.60 Low 0.25 6 1.00 0.04 0.04
2 Very Low 0.30 Very Low 0.60 Low 0.25 6 1.00 0.04 0.04
2 Very Low 0.30 Very Low 0.60 Low 0.25 6 1.00 0.04 0.04
3 Very Low 0.30 Very Low 0.60 Med 0.00 2 0.28 0.00 0.00
3 Very Low 0.30 Very Low 0.60 Med 0.00 2 0.28 0.00 0.00







W = 0.30 × 0.60× 0.75
W = 0.13
(3.12)
However, this rule is based on the lowest frequency of the occurrence, implying a low number
of instances of this rule type occurring in the dataset. The frequency membership emphasises the
number of data tuples that formed the rule. To enhance the WM pruning, the frequency of each
rule is added to this value. This value is calculated using a Gaussian function (see Equation 3.11).
Using toy example presented here, thec is defined asFmax = 6 and
σ = (Fmax − Fmin)× dT
σ = (6− 1)× 0.5
(3.13)
wheredT is a defined percentage that defines the shape of the Gaussian function.
Combining the antecedent, consequent and fuzzy frequency values together for the same rule




















W = 0.30 × 0.60× 0.25 × 1.00
W = 0.04.
(3.15)
The use of the fuzzy frequency measure produces a greater value, (0.04) than the highest value
using the WM method alone (0.02). By combining both a strength and frequency measure, a
single anomalous rule with a high strength will have a reduceinfluence. Rules that are frequently
produced but have a very low strength equally are unable to heavily influence the process, and as
a result will not be placed into the rulebase.
3.5 Adaptation Through Learning
As outlined in Section 3.4, the transferral of the FIS embodies the TL component of the FuzzyTL
methodology. Using the notation in Section 2.4.1, this can be described as transferring a source
domainDs to model a predictive function of a target domainDt. The production of the FIS can
be referred to as a learning taskTs. The source domainDs can be depicted as containing a triple
of values(x1 ∈ X1, x2 ∈ X2, y ∈ Y ). A domain withn instances of data can be represented
asDs = {(x1, x2, y)}Ns . The target domain consists of unlabelled data, and can be repr s nted
asDt = {(x1, x2)}Nt . The relationship betweenDs andDt influences the output of the model.
If there exists some relationship, explicit or implicit, betw en the two domains this is categorised
as beingrelated. This is further discussed in Section 2.4.1. The nature of the relationship will
dictate the necessity for the adaptation of the knowledge contained within the source domain
and the learning task. If the domains are equal and the learning tasks are approaching the same
problem, no adaptation is required, however, this is rare within real world applications. Separation
of the domains results in the need for an adaptation process.Thi form of transfer is defined as
transductive. According to Cook et al (Cook et al. 2012), theformation of the transfer process can
also be described as IU learning (see Section 2.4 for furtherdetails).
In order for the framework to absorb such changes from the source to the target contexts, the
elements of the transferable FIS are adapted. Using the knowledge housed within the exhaustive
rulebase, the FIS itself and newly acquired information, changes are made in order for the
framework to output the required data. The adaptation consists of five interlaced stages.
1. External Input Domain Adjustment: The adaptation of the periphery of the input domain
through information from thetarget task.
2. Internal Input Domain Adjustment: The adaptation of the internal aspects of the input
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domain through information from thesourceandtarget task.
3. Output Domain Adaptation: The adaptation of the output domain based upon a mapping
between thesourcetask and thetarget task.
4. Rule Base Modification via Source Rule Comparison:Modification of the rulebase using
comparison measures between thesourcetask and thetarget task rule structures.
5. Rule Adaptation Using Euclidean Distance Measure:The creation of new additional
rules composed of knowledge gathered from thesourcetask and newly acquired data.
Each of the five stages approaches a separate element of the FIS or an issue that arises in the
transferring of a FIS. The initial three stages focus on the adaptation of the domains that make
up the sets. As information is gained from each of the data instances, both the antecedent and
consequent sets are altered to better fit the newly acquired data. The fourth and fifth stages
concentrate on the adaptation of the rulebase. The source data is used as the foundation for
the changes required within the rulebase. Taking each stagein turn, the following sections will
describe in detail the nature of the processes.
3.5.1 External Input Domain Adjustment: Stage One
As discussed in Section 2.4.3.3, a knowledge gap can occur during the transfer of learning
structures from one contextual domain to another. This can be captured as both differences in
the domains themselves, and differences in the learning structure.
Focussing on these concepts, a simple analogy can be introduced to help explain the adaptation
process. An individual is taught how to ride a bicycle. They use the bicycle to ride the short
journey to work each day. Their place of work moves, increasing the distance they need to travel.
The same skills are applicable across the two tasks, howeverthe domain has altered. Both are road
cycling, however one task is significantly further. A knowledg gap is produced as a result. In
such a case, adaptation of the domain is required in order to incorporate the skills.
To absorb such contextual differences in the source and target tasks, the FuzzyTL adopts a
process of adapting the minimum and maximum values within the domain. Taking each input
instance of the dataset, the framework adjusts the range of the interval according to any difference
calculated between the transferable FIS and the new input val es. The result is the adaptation of
the sets that form the basis of the FIS.
Based upon the example presented in the previous section, theDs would consist of data tuples
(x1, x2, y), wherex1 andx2 are inputs andy represents the output. A new domain is formed based
onDs incorporating the alterations made through the adaptationpr cess. This is defined asDa.
Da represents missing information that can occur between source and target tasks. Each input and
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Algorithm 3.2 Adaptation Algorithm: Stage One External Input Domain Adjustment
Adaptation Process Step 1: External Input Domain Adjustment
Input Variablex ∈ X
Output Variabley ∈ Y
Number of Data TuplesN
Source DomainDs = {(x1, x2, y)}Ns
Source Interval DomainDIs = {[x1L, x1R], [x2L, x2R], [yL, yR]}
Adaptation Interval DomainDIa = {[x1L, x1R], [x2L, x2R], [yL, yR]}





while i < N do
if Dt(x1)i < DIs (x1L) then
DIa (x1L) = Dt(x1)
i




if Dt(x2)i < DIs (x2L) then
DIa (x2L) = Dt(x2)
i
else ifDt(x2)i > Ds(x2R) then




output variable in the domain is represented as an interval.For example,Ds can be described as
Ds(X1) = [x1L, x1R]
Ds(X2) = [x2L, x2R]
Ds(Y ) = [yL, yR].
(3.16)
To capture the knowledge within the data from the target domain Dt, each input data point is
analysed. The input interval is adapted if the value extendsbeyond the left (xL) or right (xR
boundaries. This produces a new set structure. Algorithm 3.2 shows this process for two inputs.
In Algorithm 3.2, the left and right limits of the interval are adapted based on data from the
target domain. As new unlabelled data is received from the targe , this stage compares the input
values to those in the source. If the value is less than the source left limit DIs (XL), then the
adaptive domain left limitDaI(XL) is decreased to the same value. If the value is greater, the
right interval limitDIa (XR) is increased to the target valueDt(X)
i. By applying this process to
the domain, the sets that are contained are altered.
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In Figure 3.3 the sets are equally spaced. Any adaptation to the domain results in an equal
distribution across the sets. This is due to the equal spacing. Extension of the domain requires a
simple change to the footprint of each set. Figure 3.3 shows an expansion across the domain using



















Figure. 3.3. External Adaptation of Sets Based on NewxL andxR Values.
Unevenly distributed membership functions require a scaling function in order to adapt the
sets. In the FuzzyTL framework triangular functions are used, however, other functions are









whena− s ≤ x ≤ a+ s
0 otherwise
(3.17)
wherex is the input value,a is the centre of the function,b is the height ands is the width. In a
similar manner to equally distributed sets, the centre of the functiona is used as the anchor point.
If the domain is shifted in a negative or positive direction,the sets are moved by the centre points.
Each point is moved an equal distance. Any extension or compression of the domain requires that
the sets are altered according to the scaling. This process is hown in Figure 3.4. Here, three
sets are shown in theX universe. The sets shown (Small, MediumandLarge) are uneven and
have differing footprints. The example shows the domain increased by 30%. This results in a
similar alteration to the sets. The percentage domain increase alters the width and centre of the
sets. Taking theLargeset, the width of the set is 2. Following the increase in the domain, this is
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Figure. 3.4. Adaptation of Unevenly Distributed Sets Basedon New Minimum and Maximum
Input Values.
If the domain of the target task is contained within the source task, an alternative strategy is
required to adapt both set structure and domains. Stage Two appr ches this issue through the use
of an online adaptation approach, coupled with knowledge from the transferral of the fuzzy logic
elements.
3.5.2 Internal Input Domain Adjustment: Stage Two
The second adaptation stage also focuses on the input domains. The transferring of source domains
can require adaptation to remove the knowledge gap. The knowledge gap can be represented by








partially overlapsDIs . This can be represented asD
I
sL







. Where necessary, stage one increases the overall size of thdomain interval either
by decreasing the left limit or increasing the right limit toreduce the differences. However, in
transferring the source to the target, there may be a need to ruce the domain to within the source




is shifted in a positive direction along the axis. The left limit DIt2L has been moved
in a positive direction fromDIsL . This is accomplished by stage two of the adaptation process. The
right limit DIt2R has also been shifted in a positive direction. This outside of the source interval.
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This is accomplished by stage one.













Figure. 3.5. Example of Internal Domain Containment.
To produce internal domain change, the second adaptation stage uses information transferred
from the source domain. This can be illustrated by a toy example. Table 3.5.2 represents 20 data
instances taken from a single input valuex. The three stage procedure is shown below.
Source Target Value Target Local Values Fuzzy Membership Adaptation
Data DIs (xL) D
I









1 90.00 500.00 140.00 140.00 140.00 0.93 0.03 N/A 90.00 500.00
2 90.00 500.00 180.00 140.00 180.00 0.93 0.06 N/A 90.00 500.00
3 90.00 500.00 215.00 140.00 215.00 0.93 0.11 N/A 90.00 500.00
4 90.00 500.00 310.00 140.00 310.00 0.93 0.38 N/A 90.00 500.00
5 90.00 500.00 345.00 140.00 345.00 0.93 0.52 N/A 90.00 500.00
6 90.00 500.00 370.00 140.00 370.00 0.93 0.63 N/A 90.00 500.00
7 90.00 500.00 395.00 140.00 395.00 0.93 0.74 N/A 90.00 500.00
8 90.00 500.00 415.00 140.00 415.00 0.93 0.82 N/A 90.00 500.00
9 90.00 500.00 455.00 140.00 455.00 0.93 0.95 Lesser 90.00 455.00
10 90.00 500.00 460.00 140.00 460.00 0.93 0.96 Greater 90.00 460.00
11 90.00 500.00 450.00 140.00 460.00 0.93 0.96 N/A 90.00 460.00
12 90.00 500.00 410.00 140.00 460.00 0.93 0.96 N/A 90.00 460.00
13 90.00 500.00 380.00 140.00 460.00 0.93 0.96 N/A 90.00 460.00
14 90.00 500.00 275.00 140.00 460.00 0.93 0.96 N/A 90.00 460.00
15 90.00 500.00 250.00 140.00 460.00 0.93 0.96 N/A 90.00 460.00
16 90.00 500.00 220.00 140.00 460.00 0.93 0.96 N/A 90.00 460.00
17 90.00 500.00 185.00 140.00 460.00 0.93 0.96 N/A 90.00 460.00
18 90.00 500.00 155.00 140.00 460.00 0.93 0.96 N/A 90.00 460.00
19 90.00 500.00 125.00 125.00 460.00 0.97 0.96 Greater 125.00 460.00
20 90.00 500.00 100.00 100.00 460.00 0.99 0.96 Greater 100.00 460.00
Table 3.2. Example Data for Inner Domain Adaptation.
Step One: Initialisation
◦ The process relies on the use of information gathered from the source task. This data
can be seen in the columns two and three of Table 3.5.2. To gainthe source input
interval, the whole dataset is processed. The input interval can be defined asDIs (X) =
[xL, xR] = [90.00, 500.00]. By calculating this value, it allows for the target input
values to be compared to the source.
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Step Two: Correlation
◦ Unlike the source task, the target task has extremely limited data availability. To
address this lack of knowledge, the adaptation system uses local minimum and
maximum values to compare to the source values. As the targettask acquires data
points, local minima and maxima are calculated. Using Table3.5.2 as an example,
at Data 10 a local maxima is calculated and atData 19 a local minima. If one, or
both of these values fall within the interval that is represented by the source values
xL andxR, a proximity measure is produced to ascertained whether thedomain is
adapted. The proximity is based upon a membership function.The function can take
any form chosen, although within the FuzzyTL framework a Gaussian function is used
(see Equation 3.11). The membership function is based on thesource input domain
interval. Based on the example, this is defined as




Using a predefined threshold to act as a benchmark, the systemcalculates the
proximity of the target value to the source value. The corresponding mapped input
value is updated within the target. Using the data in Table 3.5.2 a simple example
can be illustrated. AtData 1, the target valueDt(x) produces a target local
minimum represented asDIt (xL) and maximumD
I
t (xR) that are within the source
intervalDIs (X). As Dt(x) increases, the local maximum corresponds. AtDa a 7,
DIt (xR) = 395.00. Using the proximity function constructed using the Gaussian
definition, a maximum membership is given when the value is clo est to the defined
centre. Focussing on the example, the local maximum atData 7 returns a membership
value of 0.74 to the maximum proximity of the source value. Inthis example, a
predefined threshold of 0.95 is placed on the membership values. This value is user
defined. When the threshold is reached, adaptation of the domain can occur.Data
9 shows the target local maximum as represented byDIt (xR) returning a maximum
proximity membership of 0.95, which is equal to the threshold. This would result in
the adaptation taking place.
Step Three: Negative Influence
◦ Adaptation of the input domains is monitored based on its impact. Data 9 shows
the threshold of the maximum proximity being reached. This re ults in the input
domainDIa (xR) being adapted from 500.00 to 455.00. To ascertain the influence
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of this adaptation, a comparison is made between the maximume bership of the
rulebase previous to the update, to the same value followingthe changes. A reduction
in value returns the system to its previous state. This allows for the system to police
the adaptation, and endeavour to move away from a state of negativ transfer.
The inner adaptation of the fuzzy sets can be seen in Figure 3.6. In this example, the sets of




















Figure. 3.6. Internal Adaptation of Sets Based on NewxL andxR Values.
The first two stages of the adaptation focus on the input variable domains and as a result the
antecedent sets. Data is available to produce adaptation within these domains. The unlabelled
nature of the data impedes the ability for direct adaptationof the target consequent domains. The
third adaptation stage combines data produced by the framework ith new task information to
approach this problem. The domains are adapted in an online proc ss. Online learning is discussed
further in Section 2.3.9. The five adaptation stages use datath is produced within the target task
to update the model produced and transferred from the sourcedata. The use of data from the target
task to alter the model is the foundation of adaptive online learning.
3.5.3 Output Domain Adaptation Through Gradient Control : Stage Three
The third adaptation process focusses on the manipulation of the consequent sets. The process
uses information from the target domain coupled with data produced from the framework itself.
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This allows for feedback from within the adaptation framework. The process can be summarised
as four steps:
Step One: Data Gathering
◦ A predefinedn sized sliding windowSL of data is collected from the source domain
Ds and the target domainDt for each input variablex ∈ X and outputy ∈ Y . The
output value for the target domain is taken from the FuzzyTL system itself. The
source output recorded from the labelled data provided. A sliding window is used
to try to remove anomalous readings in the datasets, and to apply form of smoothing.
Gradients are formed based on the sliding window data between the input and the
output value. This provides an understanding of the relationship at each data point.
The gradients are the basis of the consequent adaptation.
Step Two: Gradient Production
◦ For each input and output in the source dataset, a gradient isproduced. Similarly,
for the target data set, gradients are formed for the input values. Output from the
FuzzyTL framework is used to produce the target output gradient. The gradients are
formed using a normalisation based on the standard score method. The standard score





wherez is the output,x is the input value,̄x is the mean of the sliding window andσ
is the standard deviation of the sliding window. The standard score method allows for
the comparison of values within differing domains through the use of the mean and
standard deviation within the population used.
Step Three: Gradient Comparison
◦ Using the gradients gained across each source and target domain input and output
variable, a comparison is made at each individual input value.
Step Four: Consequent Adaptation
◦ A mapping is made from the source input and output values, to the target input and
output values based on the gradients of the values. By mapping the source gradient to
the target gradient, differences can highlight the necessity to adapt the consequent sets.
Differences between the source and target consequent gradients produce adaptations
to the target consequent domain interval.
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(gsi − gti) (3.20)
whereϕ is a learning parameter,gs is the gradient of the source sliding window forn inputs that
can be represented as
gsi...n ∈ [−1, 1]
,gt is the gradient of the target sliding window forn inputs that can be represented as
gti...n ∈ [−1, 1]
anddDa is the delta used to adapt the consequent sets.
Figure 3.7 illustrates an example of the process described previously. Figure 3.7 shows a single
input and single output taken over time. The sliding window used is taken across the same time
interval for each variable. In the example given, time is measured in hours, light is measured in
Lumens (lm), and temperature in degrees Celsius (◦C). Gradients are produced by measuring the
source input light against time over the defined interval. This is defined asSi. Similarly, a gradient
for the output is gained by measuring time against the temperature. In the same vein, a gradient is
formed for the target task that stems from information in theFuzzyTL framework. As the target
task is formed from unlabelled data, the output gradient is produced from information within the
FuzzyTL framework process. This acts as feedback within theonline learning process.
The gradients of the source and targets are compared. Where differences occur, adaptation
is made to bring the consequent closer in line to the source data. The comparison is based on a
number of rules.
In Figure 3.7 there is equality across the source and target inpu gradients,Si andTi. Both are
positive. The output gradients, however show inequality. The source output gradient produces a
negative value. Across the same time interval the target output gradient is positive. In order to alter
this gradient, the domain of the target consequent sets are ad pted. Positive differences between
the output gradients produce a reduction in the domain. Inversely, negative differences produce
positive movement. The quantity of the domain adaptation isbased upon a weighted value. The
weighting is formed using the difference between the sourceand task input gradients combined
with the output domain interval. In order to adapt the systemat a restricted rate, a weighting of
these values is used. These are defined by the structure of thesource data.
The initial three stages of the adaptation process approachthe alteration of the fuzzy sets.
































































Figure. 3.7. Example of Gradient Analysis for Adaptation ofC nsequent Sets
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adapts the fuzzy rulebase. Stages four and five address the issues that surround the adaptation
of the rulebase by specifically focussing on the knowledge gap th t occurs within the learning
structure.
3.5.4 Rule Base Modification Via Source Rule Comparison : Stage Four
As differences can occur in the structure of the domains, equally differences can occur in the
required learning process. Using the analogy previously introduced in Section 3.5.1, if the same
individual decides to take up mountain biking, a portion of the skills developed road cycling are
still applicable. The learning structure, however, has altered. New skills are required in order to
accomplish the target task, although the inputs remain the same. These skills can come from new
information, or an adaptation of previously acquired skill. Stages Four and Five approach the
adaptation and restructuring of the learning gap through the use of previously acquired and newly
formed information.
The knowledge of the FuzzyTL framework is held within the fuzzy sets and within the fuzzy
rules. By altering the rulebase, the knowledge gaps can be filled in order to apply the transferable
FIS to the new context.
In this stage, the rulebase is modified using the exhaustive rulebase created in the first stages
of the framework. Rules that have been previously pruned areexamined and applied to the target
domain data to verify the applicability. Through an iterative process, the exhaustive rulebase is
assessed to identify those rules that have a greater weighting, so greater applicability to the data
within the target domain. The use of the exhaustive rulebaseis firmly in keeping with the TL
ethos of the frameworks construction. Through the use of theinformation contained within the
source domain, the framework improves the ability of the target learning process through the use
of previous knowledge. Algorithm 3.3 expresses the adaptation of the rules using the exhaustive
transferable rulebase.
The first stage of the process is to examine the exhaustive rulebaseA to identify any rules that
fire using the data from the target domainDt. The rule that fires with the highest membership value
from each data point is retained in the adaptive rulebaseC. The grouped rules are compared to the
reduced rulebaseB based on those with the same antecedent values. Each of the reduced rulebase
rules that fires is compared to the adaptive rulebase. Those rules that have greater membership
values are retained, removing the comparable rule from the adaptive rulebase. If the identified rule
in the reduced rulebaseB is not within the adaptive rulebaseC, this is added. The addition of the
rules from the exhaustive rulebase assists in supplying missing knowledge areas required by the
new task.
The final stage of the adaptation again focuses on the fuzzy rulebase.
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Algorithm 3.3 Adaptation Algorithm: Stage Four Adaptation Using Exhaustive Rule Base.
Input Variablex ∈ X





Exhaustive Rule BaseA = {fXa1 ,
fXa2 ,
fY a}N
Reduced Rule BaseB = {fXb1,
fXb2,
fY b}P




Ruler = {fX1, fX2, fY }
for h = 1;h < M ;h++












if e > 0 then ⊲ Check if the rule produces output.




















(g) then ⊲ Compare membership ofA andC rules.
if C 6= ∅ then
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for j = 1; j < P ; j ++











































= Ck ⊲ Remove current rule.
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3.5.5 Rule Adaptation Using Euclidean Distance Measure : Stage Five
Previously learnt information can provide data to partially fi gaps in the knowledge to complete
a new task. To remove incompleteness, and strive to capture all of the segments where disparities
lay, new information is required. In the FuzzyTL framework,information is partially embodied
within the fuzzy rulebase. To reinforce the rulebase, new rules need to be constructed. As the task
domain is an unlabelled dataset, this process relies on the use of the combined learning from the
newly accumulated information and the use of previous knowledge in the form of the exhaustive
rulebase. To produce the antecedent and consequent fuzzy sets, separate strategies are used.
The initial stage of the process is to gain an output from eachof t e input variables. The
process can be demonstrated using a simple example. The domain is segmented into fuzzy sets,
(2N + 1). Within this example five sets are used. These are defined as{ Very Low, Low, Medium,
High, Very High}. The construction of the sets is outlined in Section 2.3.5.1. The input value is
applied to each set iteratively. The set with the highest output corresponds to the antecedent set
for the new rule. This can be described as:
x1 = {< Very Low, 0.0 >< Low, 0.0 >,< Medium, 0.35 >,< High, 0.65 >,< Very High, 0.0 >}
x2 = {< Very Low, 0.0 >< Low, 0.8 >,< Medium, 0.2 >,< High, 0.0 >,< Very High, 0.0 >}
The example highlights two domains that are segmented into five sets. The domains represent
the input variablesx1 andx2 within the target taskDt. The set with the highest firing strength
produces the output for the antecedent sets of the rule. If sets of jointly strong firing strength are
found, the initially discovered set is used. In the example shown, two antecedent sets relating to
two input variables are formed from the highest membershipsof thex1 andx2 domains. In thex1
domain, theHigh set produces the highest membership. Inx2, highest is the setLow. As a result
theHigh andLow are placed into the rule.
The formation of the antecedent sets is based on the domains formed by the previous stages.
The adaptation that has occurred has endeavoured to move theinput domains contextually towards
their true state. As there is no availability of the consequent data, a different strategy is needed to
construct the final element of the rule.
To produce the consequent set, a distance measure based on transferred data from the source
domain is used. To initialise this measure ann dimensional euclidean distance based on the source
input values against the target input values is calculated.Based on the closest overall value, the
corresponding set identified within the exhaustive rulebasEs is added to the previously formed
antecedent sets.
During the formation of the exhaustive rulebase, each set isassigned a corresponding value.
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This mapping is based on the value used to produce the output.Figure 3.8 shows the relationship
between the source and target data values. From the source data, a mapping can be produced
from the original input data values to the corresponding antecedent sets. Through the use of an
n dimensional euclidean distance, the closet target input val es can output sets based on these
values. In the example, the sets are represented by the grid structure. Each square shows the
relationship of the input values, and the corresponding sets. Shown in Figure 3.8 are two target
antecedent values,t1 andt2. These values are not represented within the current reduced r lebase.
By mapping them to source input values, the antecedent sets can be found. Using the smallest
euclidean value, Figure 3.8 shows thatt1 can be mapped tos1 via the distanced1. Equally,t2 can
be mapped tos2 via the distanced4. Through this procedure, a combination of antecedent sets
is formed. Using these sets as a comparative value, a consequent set can be extracted from the
exhaustive rulebase. By extracting the consequent set in this manner, a new rule is formed that
draws knowledge from the source dataset.
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Figure. 3.8. Example of the Gaining of Antecedent Sets to MapConsequent Sets Using Euclidean
Distance.
Taking the example shown in Figure 3.8 the consequent producti n of the rule is carried out
through the following process.
1. Any data instance taken into the the FuzzyTL framework that does not result in a rule being
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fired requires a new rule to be produced. The initial step is toproduce the antecedent
elements. This has been described in the previous section. It can be assumed that from
this process two antecedent values have been defined: Input Variablex1 = High , Input
Variablex2 = Low. Using the example in Figure 3.8, the input variables would equal Time
= High, Light = Low.
2. The consequent value is formed by comparing the data from the target task to data within
the source. The mapped source input valuesxs are compared to the target valuesxt using a









(xsn − xtn)2 (3.21)
Based on the lowest distance valuedl, the corresponding source input valuesxs are used
to map to the consequent setc within the exhaustive rulebaseE . The source consequent set
can then be added to the antecedent values previously produced and added to the rulebase.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, the major elements of the research were present d. An overview of the Fuzzy
Transfer Learning (FuzzyTL) methodology was discussed, with a detailed view of its constituent
parts. The major elements of the framework presented in thischapter can be summarised in two
sections:
1. The transfer and reuse of fuzzy sets and rules combined with the application of a fuzzy
frequency extension to the Wang-Mendel (WM) rule pruning methodology.
2. The implementation of a five stage online learning methodology to adapt contextually
different information to produce output for target tasks.
The elements that are contained within this chapter are fundamental to the understanding of
the following chapters. The experimental work that is carried out in Chapter 4 uses the framework
outlined here.
3.6.1 Summary of Transferring Fuzzy Concepts
The initial section of this chapter proposed the concept of the transferral of fuzzy elements as a
learning base. Using the WM rule extraction process, a fuzzyfrequency rule pruning process
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is set out as an addition to this methodology. This process isa novel addition to the WM
methodology. The fuzzy frequency pruning method looks to remove issues produced by over-
represented anomalous data within the production of rules.As a result, this process may have
further application outside of the scope of this framework.
3.6.2 Summary of Adaptation Through Learning
A major element of the FuzzyTL framework is the use of an online adaptive learning process.
Drawing on the foundations of Transfer Learning (TL) and similar areas such as domain
adaptation, a five stage adaptation process was presented inhis chapter. The first stage uses
newly sourced information from the target environment to adapt the target domain. This process
addresses issues that are produced through the differencesin data between the source and target
tasks. The adaptation of the domain alters the structure of the fuzzy sets, allowing the changes to
be represented in the Fuzzy Inference System (FIS).
Stage two also focuses on the adaptation of the fuzzy input set structure. The secondary stage
adapts the sets based on combined information from the source and target tasks.
The third stage focuses on the consequent sets within the FIS. Using fundamental aspects of
TL, gradient information from the source task is transferred to the target learning task. Differences
between the source and target gradient relationships provide parameters to adapt the consequent
sets.
The final two stages depart from the adaptation of fuzzy sets.These stages confront issues that
arise within the fuzzy rulebase during the transfer of an FISacross contextually differing situations.
To reduce these issues, stage four uses the exhaustive rulebase to extract rules more focussed on
the new target task. Through the use of a comparative process, the rulebase is expanded, adjusted
or pruned to increase the output firing strength.
The transfer of a source rulebase can result in no rule matching t e target data. Stage five
addresses this issue focussing on completeness in the rulebase. New rules are produced through
a method of antecedent set extraction, coupled with the production of consequent sets using a
euclidean distance approximation. By filling the information gap that is produced by the transferral
process, stage five allows the framework to output values across all data inputs.
The following chapter presents an implementation of the FuzzyTL framework in an Intelligent




Fuzzy Transfer Learning in Intelligent
Environments
4.1 Introduction
Intelligent Environments (IEs) are complex and dynamic. The data produced can vary significantly
across implementations and from context to context. To helpillustrate the performance of the
Fuzzy Transfer Learning (FuzzyTL) framework in changing contextual situations, this chapter
implements the framework using data gathered across two separat IEs. The results, and
subsequent analysis answer the hypotheses outlined in Chapter 1.
The chapter is set out as follows: Section 4.2 gives an in depth view of the design of
the experiments including the datasets produced, and the methods used to construct them.
The following sections, Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 will discuss the results gained from the
experimentation results with the final section, Section 4.6, offering a summary of the findings.
4.2 Experimental Design
The motivation for the FuzzyTL framework is to address the issue of environments where little
or no knowledge is knowna-priori, though there is a need to produce a prediction or classify the
target data. Torrey and Shavlik (Torrey & Shavlik 2009), as discussed within Chapter 2 Section
2.4 suggest three metrics that can be used to measure the performance of a Transfer Learning (TL)
system. To recap, these are defined as:
1. The initial performance achievable in the target task using only the transferred knowledge,
before any further learning is done, compared to the initialperformance of an ignorant agent.
2. The amount of time it takes to fully learn the target task given the transferred knowledge
compared to the amount of time to learn it from scratch.
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3. The final performance level achievable in the target task compared to the final level without
transfer.
These metrics are closely associated with the constructionof learning processes, and the
composition and quantity of the available data. The metricsproposed by Torrey and Shavlik
require the TL structure to be Informed Supervised (IS), where information is available from
both the source and target domains. Informed Unsupervised (IU) transfer learning, as used in
this thesis, makes the comparison of ignorant and informed ag nts not possible. To compare the
performance of a starting ignorant agent is not feasible, asthere is no information to model the
agent upon. To learn an agent from scratch also requires a level of known data. This research
approaches a problem where there is no labelled data within the target domain, and initially little
or no unlabelled data. For this reason, the second metric proposed by Torrey and Shavlik is not
applicable. For this reason, a different set of metrics are used, however, they are broadly based on
the those proposed in (Torrey & Shavlik 2009).
The metrics use a comparison of the output of FuzzyTL framework, against actual known
sensor readings from the IEs. Input values are given to the system producing a predictive value.
This is compared to actual recorded sensor readings. The error indicates the accuracy of the
FuzzyTL system.
In a real-world scenario, this comparison could not be accomplished. Availability of labelled
data would alter the learning scenario from IU, to an IS transfer process. This is often the ideal
situation. Labelled target data increases the amount of infrmation available to the learning
process. Complete labelled data of the target task providesground truth of the problem. This
can be used as a comparison against scenarios where less information is available.
As defined in Chapter 3, labelled data takes the form ofDl = {(x1, x2, y)}N ∈ {X1,X2, Y }N
whereD is the dataset,x ∈ X is an input variable,y ∈ Y is an output variable andN is the
number of data tuples in the dataset. Unlabelled data is expressed asDu = {(x1, x2)}M wherem






t}N , though the outputY t is only used for comparative purposes.
To evaluate the use of the FuzzyTL framework, two real world Intelligent Environment (IE)
datasets were chosen to demonstrate the applicability of the spatial and temporal contextual
transfer process. Predominantly IEs are constructed usinga large number of varying types of
sensor ranging from temperature and humidity sensors within environmental monitoring (Jung
et al. 2008) to Passive Infra-red Sensor (PIR Sensor) withinsmart home structures. The
implementations of such networks result in a wide array of dynamic data sources. The quantities
of sensors used, possibly in excess of 100pcs in a single deployment, can produce large quantities
of data, and the uncertain and dynamic form of the environments make the construction of models
extremely difficult. IEs offer dynamic and uncertain data production that are prime examples of
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the scenarios that the FuzzyTL framework can address.
The first dataset was taken from a publicly available source.Details to access this data can be
found in the bibliography at (Madden 2004).
4.2.1 Intel Berkeley Research Laboratory Dataset
The Intel dataset is based upon information collected from 54 sensors deployed in the Intel
Berkeley Research Laboratory (hereby referred to as the Intel Laboratory) between the 25th
February and the 5th April, 2004. The network used XBow Mica2dot weatherboard based nodes
to record environmental data across the internal structureof the laboratory. Four parameters were
measured: time-stamped temperature (in degrees Celsius),humidity ranging from 0-100%, light
(measured in Lux), and residual power of each sensor unit expressed in Volts. Figure 4.1 depicts a
single Mica2dot sensor.
Figure. 4.1. Crossbox Mica2bot Wireless Sensor (The Sensor Network Museum2012).
The data was collected using the TinyDB in-network query processing system built onto the
TinyOS platform which recorded information every 31 seconds (Madden 2004). The layout of the
nodes can be seen in Fig.4.2.
An example of the data produced is shown in Table 4.1. The raw data includes the date in
the year-month-day format, and the time in the hour-min-sec.millisecond format. The variables
temperature, humidity, light and voltage are recorded as rel numbers. Additionally to these
values, the TinyDB system records both an epoch and a moteid.The epoch is a monotonically
increasing sequence number from each sensor (or mote). The sam value can be produced from
different sensors at the same time. The moteid is a unique identifier for each sensor. This ranges
from 1-54. These values can be seen on Figure 4.2. The nature of th construction of the sensor
network and the real world application resulted in data missing from individual sensors across
certain time periods or being truncated.
Additional to the sensor readings, the Intel Laboratory provides the co-ordinates of the sensor
locations. These are X and Y co-ordinates, relative to a single point of the room (as depicted
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Figure. 4.2. Diagram of Intel Laboratory Showing Placementof Wireless Sensor Nodes From
(Madden 2004).
by the upper right hand corner of Figure 4.2). These values were used in the experiments to
construct a context measure. A section of network was identifi d across the laboratory to examine
the influence of variations in the spatial aspect of the contexts. Data was also taken from a section
of the dataset that related to a specific time period. This, intur , allows for the investigation of the
effect of temporal changes to the context. To achieve both ofese, the output of Sensors 7, 9, 12
, 24 , 34 , 42 and 51 where examined across seven days from 28th February to 5th March, 2004
including the 29th February. The locations of the sensors are given in Table 4.2.
A quantity of preprocessing was undertaken to be able to place the dataset into the FuzzyTL
framework. Each sensor was isolated based on its moteid. Theunused variables were also removed
from the data resulting in only the time, light and temperature remaining. The time variable was
converted to seconds to allow for ease of processing. The millisecond component was removed
allowing for this process. A number of different experimental set ups were used to illustrate the
effect of greater and lesser availability of labelled data in the source domain. These scenarios will
be discussed further in Section 4.4.1.
4.2.2 De Montfort University Robotics Laboratory Dataset
The second dataset is based on a sensor network constructed in he Robotics Laboratory of
the Centre for Computational Intelligence of De Montfort University, United Kingdom. Again
the sensor network is focussed on the monitoring of environmental conditions. The Robotics
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Date: Time: Epoch: Moteid: Temperature: Humidity: Light: Voltage:
2004-02-28 00:59:16.02785 3 1 19.9884 37.0933 45.08 2.69964
2004-02-28 01:03:16.33393 11 1 19.3024 38.4629 45.08 2.68742
2004-02-28 01:06:16.013453 17 1 19.1652 38.8039 45.08 2.68742
2004-02-28 01:06:46.778088 18 1 19.175 38.8379 45.08 2.69964
2004-02-28 01:08:45.992524 22 1 19.1456 38.9401 45.08 2.68742
2004-02-28 01:09:22.323858 23 1 19.1652 38.872 45.08 2.68742
2004-02-28 01:09:46.109598 24 1 19.1652 38.8039 45.08 2.68742
2004-02-28 01:10:16.6789 25 1 19.1456 38.8379 45.08 2.69964
2004-02-28 01:10:46.250524 26 1 19.1456 38.872 45.08 2.68742
2004-02-28 01:11:46.941288 28 1 19.1456 38.9401 45.08 2.69964
2004-02-28 01:12:46.251377 30 1 19.1358 38.9061 45.08 2.68742
2004-02-28 01:14:16.63127 33 1 19.1162 38.8039 45.08 2.69964
2004-02-28 01:14:46.569352 34 1 19.1162 38.872 45.08 2.69964
2004-02-28 01:15:16.649556 35 1 19.1064 39.0082 45.08 2.69964
2004-02-28 01:16:16.343708 37 1 19.1064 38.872 43.24 2.69964
2004-02-28 01:16:46.508622 38 1 19.0966 38.8039 43.24 2.69964
2004-02-28 01:17:46.42744 40 1 19.0966 38.7357 43.24 2.69964
2004-02-28 01:18:16.468248 41 1 19.0868 38.8039 43.24 2.69964
Table 4.1. Example of Intel Laboratory Dataset Structure.








Table 4.2. Position of Sensors Used in Intel Laboratory Dataset.
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Figure. 4.3. Phidget USB Interface 8/8/8.
Laboratory sensor network is based around a Phidget architecture using Phidget USB interface
boards at its heart. The boards have a Universal Serial Bus (USB) used to connect directly to a
computer. The boards used can be seen in Figure 4.3. The Phidget Interface boards offer analogue
inputs that can be used to measure continuous quantities such a temperature, humidity or position.
The sample rate was set to 30 seconds.
The De Montfort University Robotics Laboratory Sensor Network (here after referred to as
the Robotics Laboratory) was composed of nine sensors in total. The network centred around two
Phidget 8/8/8 boards, each with Phidget temperature and light sensors. Combined with this were
binary switches to monitor the opening and closing of both windows and doors within the room.
The light and temperature sensors were housed in the same location within the laboratory. Figure
4.4 shows the structure of the Robotics Laboratory.
Sensors 3, 5 and 6 (represented as Sn3, Sn5 and Sn6) are composed of Phidget light and
temperature sensors. Sensors 1, 2 and 4 (Sn1, Sn2 and Sn4) aresingle temperature sensors.
The sensor can measure ambient light up to 1000 Lux which is approximately the equivalent
of a typically lit television studio or overcast day. The senor requires no calibration as this is
predetermined in the factory. The Phidget Temperature sensor has a range of−30◦C to +80◦C.
In the range0◦C to 80◦C , the sensor produces a typical error of0.75◦C.
The structure of the network follows a simple star design. Each sensor is connected to a
Phidget board, which is subsequently connected to a PC. Fivedays of data were collected between
the 15th and 19th October, 2011. The data was synchronised using the network time applied to
each of the PC’s that the boards were connected to. This removed issues that can be encountered
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Figure. 4.4. Top Down View of the Structure of the Robotics Laboratory Highlighting the Sensor
Network.
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through differing time / date tags.
In the same vein as the Intel Laboratory dataset, the time, light and temperature were isolated
for each sensor. Three of the sensors were used in order to apply the input variables of time and
light, and an output variable of temperature. These sensorswere Sn3, Sn5 and Sn6. All superfluous
information was removed from the raw data leaving each sensor, and the day of the week isolated.
The locations of the sensors is shown in Table 4.3. Each position relates to an x and y location
being relative to the front right hand corner of the room (seeFigure 4.4).




Table 4.3. Position of Sensors Used in Robotics Laboratory Data Set.
The construction of the framework to process both the Intel Laboratory and Robotics
Laboratory datasets were constructed and run using C++ via Code:Blocks (Version 8.02) and
compiled through GNU GCC on Ubuntu LTS Version 10.04.
4.2.3 Experiment Structure
The two hypotheses that will be tested are restated below.
Hypothesis 1: Where minimal unlabelled data is available within a target task, data in the form
of a TL process from contextually related but differing source tasks, can be used to learn
predictive tasks.
Hypothesis 2: Adaptation of the transferred source domain through the useof unlabelled new
data can increase the performance FuzzyTL in predicting targe tasks.
Hypothesis 1 will be evaluated primarily through the use of thePerformanceandContext Impact
experiments. Hypothesis 2 will be evaluated using theAdaptationexperiments.
To address the hypotheses set out in Chapter 1, three main experimental groups were carried
out. These can be categorised under broad headings.
1. Performance:To evaluate the overall performance of the FuzzyTL framework, the system
was used to calculate an output value in the target domain based on an increasing quantity
of unlabelled data. The initial quantity is zero indicatingo prior knowledge of the target
domain. The output from the FuzzyTL framework was compared against the actual reading
recorded by each sensor network. A Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of the FuzzyTL
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framework output and the actual sensor output was used to evaluate the performance of the
predicted value.
2. Context Impact:To assess the impact of inter contextual differences, the source data was
assessed against the target data based on a contextual distance metric. The metric is
described further in the following section. Correlation betw en contextual distance and
performance was investigated. The impact of the use of intracontext information was
assessed through a performance comparison of source data from both datasets.
3. Adaptation: To understand the necessity for the use of adaptation in the learning structure
within the FuzzyTL framework, the performance of non-adapted, transferred systems was
compared to the performance of the full FuzzyTL system. The same evaluation criteria as
the context and performance were used.
Using the experimentation, the hypotheses were answered bystating that:
• The performance of abestoutput sample of the FuzzyTL framework was comparable to a
benchmark sample dataset. This showed the capability of theframework to use contextually
related but different data to predict tasks confirming hypothesis 1.
• A comparison using both the Intel Laboratory and Robotics Labor tory datasets showed a
reduction in RMSE when the five stage adaptive processes wereappli d. This confirmed the
second hypothesis.
Definitions This section will define a number of elements used through outthe remainder of
this chapter. To calculate the difference between the predict value produced by the FuzzyTL
framework and the actual values that are observed, a RMSE is used. The RMSE takes the errors













weren is the number of data points in the dataset,x1 is the observed dataset andx2 is the
predicted value.
To understand the impact of the contextual change, a metric was produced to measure the
temporal-spatial difference between context structure. Anormalised euclidean distance was used.
Three separate inputs were given, the specification of the sensor location using the x and y co-
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(4.2)
werea is the x andb is the y co-ordinate,c is the date, andCD is the Context Distance
(CD). Thesup andinf are calculated to produce a normalised distance. This allows f r different
values to be used.A andB define the spatial inputs of the context.C is the temporal input. The
context can be composed ofn inputs. The context used in these experiments consists of spatial and
temporal elements. Different contexts may contain different variables. For example, two Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSN’s) are used to monitor growth patternsand the effect of the environmental
conditions of forests in Scotland and North America. Each Scottish context is defined using three
dimensions (x,y,z), time and date, and the proximity of the sensors to a single natural feature
of interest (a river). The North American Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is composed of two
dimensions (x,y), time and date, and the proximity of the sensors to a natural feature of interest (a
mountain). Both WSN’s also record light levels, rain fall and wind speed.
To study context in relation to the FuzzyTL framework, two differing datasets were chosen.
These have been outlined in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. Context has been defined previously in
Chapter 2 as consisting of three elements:
Information Each context consists of definable variables that are relevant and measurable.
Behaviour The context embodies an entity, application, service or group thereof that is
affected by the behaviour of the associated information.
Variation Differences within the structure of the variables can occurbetween context to
context, but not from instance to instance within a context itself. This would be defined as a
new context.
Based on this criteria, two further sub-types of context will be used within this chapter,Inter
and Intra contexts. The concepts of inter and intra contexts can be illustrated by expanding the
example used previously. Focussing on the Scottish WSN, aninter context can be defined for
a section of trees that encompass a geographical area. Individual contexts can subsequently be
defined for single trees, or individual days, weeks or months. Spatial and temporal comparison of
distances between the individual trees or groups thereof can be made to ascertain the impact of
geographical position or changing seasonal conditions. These are inter contextual comparisons.
To compare the Scottish WSN to the North American, a categorical definition is given forming an
intra context. This can simply be shown asScotlandandAmerica.
Inter contextual comparison specifies the contexts as existing within a predefined scenario.
This can itself be a location such as a building, a time scale or a c mposition of these. Within this
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thesis, an inter contextual comparison is composed within the individual locations of the sensor
networks. Each context is then defined by time and location ofthe sensors within this location.
This falls in line with the third criteria of a context. An intra contextual comparison uses an
abstract definition to compare the contexts. Unlike the inter comparison, a categorical definition
is given. Within this thesis, these context definitions are us d for comparison. Each comparison
takes the form of assessing the performance of the FuzzyTL framework based on differences in
the individually defined contexts. The difference is calculated based on the defined variables that
constituent the context. This allows for contexts with behavioural differences to be compared.
Within the following sections, further explanation of the construction of each individual
experiment will be given, with the results that were gained.This will be followed by a summary
focusing on the relevance to the hypotheses depicted in Chapter 1.
4.3 Performance
In this section, a number of experiments will be used to test the first hypothesis as set out in Chapter
1. To measure the performance of the FuzzyTL framework, two datasets were used. Across both
datasets, a system was constructed using two input variables (time and light), and a single output
variable, temperature. For this performance measure, inter contextual comparisons were produced.
The initial value output of the system was based on zero priorunlabelled data. Each data point
from the dataset was fed into the system to simulate real timeoperation. The adaptation of the
FuzzyTL was based on an iterative increase of data. Full knowledge of the target domain inputs
only occurred on completion of the data throughput. To assess the performance of the FuzzyTL
framework the predicted value at each data point was compared to the actual observed output from
the dataset. Any error produced was consolidated into a single value using the RMSE process.
The methodology described in Chapter 3 proposes the producti n of predictive outputs for
target tasks were little or no training data is available, and where the training data is unlabelled.
The scarce nature of the training data does not allow for standard learning approaches. The format
of the data is additionally very restrictive. The unlabelled nature allows for only unsupervised
learning to occur. In the initial stages the data is extremely sparse in quantity, reducing the ability
for unsupervised learning to adequately function. The mainfocus of this thesis is the presentation
of a novel method to produce output when such data structuresoccur.
To produce a benchmark to compare the system against, each ofthe datasets were processed
using the adapted Fuzzy Frequency Wang-Mendel (WM) system as presented in Chapter 3, Section
3.4.2. The adaptation stages of the FuzzyTL were removed from the process. The learning process
was, however, altered. The source data was supplied from thetarg t domain. This produced an
output that, unlike the FuzzyTL, has labelled knowledge of the target learning task. This allows
a comparison to be made. The FuzzyTL framework that is supplied target data is perceived to
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produce an output closest to the actual sensor value. A comparison was made to demonstrate the
context of the output from the contextually different source FuzzyTL framework.
4.3.1 Intel Laboratory Data Comparison to Observed Values
For the Intel Laboratory dataset, individual contexts werefo med using each of the sensors in the
spatial grouping (Sensors 7, 9, 12 , 24 , 34 , 42 and 51), and foreach day between 28th February
to 5th March, 2004. Extraneous source and target contexts were removed from the experiment. A
single context is formed from a single day and a single sensor. A value was predicted for a single
sensor taken from within the group, across the defined time period. This produced 2352 differing
context comparisons. In the event that the system is unable to predict a reading, a predefined value
of −1 is given.
To assess the performance of the FuzzyTL framework, source cont xts were compared to the
benchmark values. This provides an insight into the abilityof different source data to provide
the initial starting learning point for target predictive tasks. The adapted WM method produced
49 separate RMSE values (seven sensors× seven days). These related to each sensor (7, 9, 12 ,
24 , 34 , 42 and 51), and each day within the specified time interval (from 28th February to 5th
March, 2004 including the 29th February). 2352 contexts were produced for the Intel Laboratory
comparison. These were composed of the 49 separate contextsfrom the source data (seven sensors
× seven days) and the target data (seven sensors× seven days) with 49 contexts removed where
the source and target context matched. From the 2352 RMSE values calculated from the FuzzyTL
framework, the lowest RMSE value was taken for each context.This produced 49 contexts to
compare to the benchmark set. The RMSE value was the comparison of the output from the
framework and the actual real-world sensors. By isolating the lowest RMSE values, this equated
to thebestperforming contexts. As the benchmark dataset represents the optimum data conditions
for the learning process, the best performing contexts werechosen to compare against them. The
focus of this process is to establish whether the FuzzyTL framework can firstly output a predictive
value, and to then contextualise the performance.
The data for the experiment is composed of two sample population datasets, the benchmark
and Intel Laboratory datasets. To compare the benchmark of the Intel Laboratory Data and the
output of the FuzzyTL, the datasets were firstly tested for normality. Anderson-Darling tests were
used to ascertain if the datasets were normal. A null hypothesis (H0) describing the data as being
normally distributed was set. The benchmark dataset was found to be not normal. Table 4.4
shows the results of this test. To normalise the data, a powertransform was used on both datasets.
A power transform takes the form of raising each valuex to a powerq. This took the form of
log6(x). A second Anderson-Darling test was carried out to check fornormality. Tables 4.5 and
4.6 show the results of the tests. In both datasets an alpha valueα of 0.05 was used. This indicates
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the predetermined significance level of the test. Theα l vel determines the probability to which
the result occurred due to chance. A level of 0.05 gives 95% certainty in the result. The Anderson-
Darling is a one-sided test requiring the p-Value to be greater than theα to reject the hypothesis.
As the p-value calculated was higher than theα value, the dataset is viewed to have no significant
departure from normality.
Anderson-Darling Test





Table 4.4. Anderson-Darling Test Results For the BenchmarkIntel Laboratory Output.
Anderson-Darling Test





Table 4.5. Anderson-Darling Test Results For the BenchmarkIntel Laboratory Output Usinglog6(x).
Anderson-Darling Test





Table 4.6. Anderson-Darling Test Results For the Best FuzzyTL Intel Laboratory Output Usinglog6(x).
Further examination of the datasets show that the two medians and the 1st and 3rd quantiles
are in close proximity. Greater variance comes at the extremes of the datasets. This is shown in
Figure 4.5.
To compare the two sample populations of the data, a paired t-t st was used. This test was
chosen as both sets of values were related. The use of the paired t-test was to retain or reject the
null hypothesisH0 that the benchmark Intel Laboratory and the Intel FuzzyTL framework were
identical populations. An alpha (α) value of 0.05 was set for the test. As with the Anderson-
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Figure. 4.5. Comparison of Adapted Wang-Mendel Benchmark and Best FuzzyTL Output Using
Intel Laboratory Dataset.




Quantile 25% 0.726 0.9261
Quantile 75% 1.4832 1.4727
Table 4.7. Data From Comparison of Adapted Wang-Mendel Benchmark and Best FuzzyTL Output Using Intel
Laboratory Dataset.
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Darling test, a level of 0.05 gives 95% certainty in the result. The Table 4.8 shows the values
calculated. As the p-value is below theα level (0.0015 ≤ 0.05), it can be concluded that
Paired T-Test







Table 4.8. Paired T-Test Results For the Intel Laboratory Benchmark and Best FuzzyTL Output.
the benchmark and FuzzyTL are from non-identical populations. There is significant difference
between the datasets, so the null hypothesis is rejected. Looking closer at the data, 37 contexts are
highlighted as producing a negative difference. This showed that the best performing FuzzyTL
output was greater in 37 contexts than the benchmark. However, 12 of the contexts,24.4898%,
were a lower RMSE than the benchmark. In these cases the FuzzyTL system was able to use
contextually different source data to produce better performing output than the benchmark dataset.
Figure 4.6 shows a comparison of each of the benchmark contexts against the best values produced
by the FuzzyTL framework.
Figure 4.7 shows a single context comparison where the best FuzzyTL output out performed
the benchmark dataset. This is the source data 24, 28th February, 2004, and the target data Sensor
34, 28th February, 2004.
The initial close proximity of the input and output intervaldomains allowed the source to
provide a good starting learning point. The interval valuescan be seen in Table 4.9.
tL tR lL lR tmL tmL
Target Sensor 3525 86391 57.03 1847.37 16.69 26.92
Initial Best FuzzyTL 3525 86391 60.72 1847.37 16.53 26.28
Adapted Best FuzzyTL 3525 86391 57.04 1847.37 16.51 26.26
Table 4.9. Comparison of Initial Input and Output Interval Domains For the Target Context Sensor 34, 28th February,
2004
The input domain intervals are moved closer to the target sensor values from the initial point.
The ability for the framework to adapt the sets according to new data improved the output beyond
the benchmark. The table shows the final consequent domain interval being further from the target
sensor. This value is dynamic, however. The consequent is adapte based on the changing data







































































































































































































































































Figure. 4.6. Direct Comparison of Adapted Wang-Mendel Benchmark and Lowest FuzzyTL
Output For Each Context Within the Intel Dataset.
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Figure. 4.7. Comparison of Benchmark and Best FuzzyTL to Sensor ReadingsTarget Data Sensor
34, 28th February, 2004.
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Figure. 4.8. Comparison of FuzzyTL to Sensor ReadingsSource Data Sensor 42, 3rd March, 2004
and Target Data Sensor 7, 2nd March, 2004.
framework to be flexible.
Of the 2352 contexts, 66.1990% (1557 out of 2352) produced a RMSE that was equal, or
within the minimum and maximum interval of the benchmark datase . This indicates that the
FuzzyTL was able to use differing contextual source data to produce comparable predictive output.
The lowest of those contexts produced a RMSE of 0.5139◦C. The data used was source data from
sensor 42 on the 3rd March, 2004 and target data from the sensor 7 on the 2nd March, 2004.
Figure 4.8 shows the performance of the FuzzyTL against the actual sensor reading. Figure 4.8
highlights that the FuzzyTL framework output is consistently close to the recorded value of the
sensor.
In comparison, the highest error produced was a RMSE of10.5014◦C. The source data was
provided by sensor 7 on the 4th March, 2004, and the target data by sensor 24 on the 2nd March,
2004. Figure 4.10 shows the overall performance. The returnd RMSE can be attributed to the
nature of the target data. The different structure of the intrval domains of the source and target
consequent sets, produced a variation in the output compared to the actual value. This is shown in
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Figure 4.9. The highest source consequent had a left limit valueys1L of 17.2640
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40
Figure. 4.9. Comparison of the Consequent Intervals For Sensor 24, 4th March, 2004 (Highest
Source), Sensor 42 on the 3rd March, 2004 (Lowest Source) andSe sor 24 on the 2nd March,
2004 (Target)
valueys1R was36.1584
◦C. The target interval was an intersection of this interval. The left target
limit value ytL was14.3044
◦C and the right target limit was21.2624◦C. In contrast, the lowest
error rate had a closer consequent domain interval. The source had a left limitys2L of 16.9308
◦C
and a right limitys2R of 31.5034
◦C. The target had a left limit of17.8520◦C and a right limit of
24.8100◦C. The knowledge in the consequent domain is dependent on the source task. The closer
the source and target consequent domain intervals, the smaller the RMSE that is produced. The
impact of the structure of the source and target domain interval is discussed further in Section 4.4.
4.3.2 Robotics Laboratory Data Comparison to Observed Values
A similar analysis was undertaken using the Robotics Laboratory dataset. Benchmark output was
created using the adapted WM system. Source data was provided directly from the target domain.
The adapted WM methodology produced 12 RMSE values (four days× three sensors) based on
the sensors in the Robotics laboratory and across the definednumber of days. These values were
compared to the lowest, and so best, output produced by the FuzzyTL framework using different
contextual data. Initially the benchmark of the Robotics Labor tory Data and the output of the
FuzzyTL were tested for normality. As with the Intel Laboratry dataset Anderson-Darling tests
were used. Tables 4.10 and 4.11 show the results of the tests.In both datasets an alpha valueα of
0.05 was used. The p-value in both cases was calculated to be high r than theα value, showing
the data does not depart from normality.
As with the Intel dataset, a paired t-test was carried out. Anα value of 0.05 was used
for the test. The results of the paired t-test are shown in Table 4.12. The p-value that was
produced was lower than the definedα significance value. This rejects the null hypothesis that the
Robotics Laboratory benchmark dataset is the same distribution as the best output of the FuzzyTL
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Figure. 4.10. Comparison of FuzzyTL to Sensor ReadingsSource Data Sensor 24, 4th March and
Target Data Sensor 12, 28th February.
Anderson-Darling Test





Table 4.10. Anderson-Darling Test Results For the Benchmark Robotics Laboratory Output.
Anderson-Darling Test





Table 4.11. Anderson-Darling Test Results For the Best FuzzyTL Robotics Laboratory Output.
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Figure. 4.11. Comparison of Adapted Wang-Mendel Benchmarkand Best FuzzyTL Output Using
the Robotics Laboratory Dataset.
framework. Further analysis showed that all contexts produce a higher RMSE value than the
benchmark (100%).
Paired T-Test







Table 4.12. Paired T-Test Results For the Robotics Laboratory Benchmark and Best FuzzyTL Output.
Figure 4.11 illustrates the benchmark dataset against the FuzzyTL frameworks best values.
This graphically shows the difference between the two datasets. The medians are far apart
combined with the FuzzyTL output overall being more spread.The difference between the 1st
and 3rd quantiles of the FuzzyTL output is greater than the benchmark, a RMSE of0.1862◦C
and0.0987◦C, and0.3623◦C and0.2212◦C respectively. The values expressed in Figure 4.11 are
shown in Table 4.13.
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Quantile 25% 0.1284 0.2529
Quantile 75% 0.1615 0.3154
Table 4.13. Data From Comparison of Adapted Wang-Mendel Benchmark and Best FuzzyTL Output Using the
Robotics Laboratory Dataset.





















Figure. 4.12. Comparison of FuzzyTL to Sensor ReadingsSource Data Sensor 3, 17th October,
2004 and Target Data Sensor 3, 18th October, 2004.
Focussing closer on the data however, individual source contexts produced RMSE values that
were comparable to the benchmark and similar to the actual sensor output. Overall, the lowest
RMSE value produced was using source data from sensor 1 on the18 October 2011, to predict
values for sensor 1 on 17th October 2011. The RMSE value for the context was 0.1862. Figure
4.12 depicts the output in detail. The benchmark produced RMSE values in the range of a RMSE of
0.0987 to0.2212◦C. The RMSE for this context is0.0987◦C. The Robotics laboratory produces a
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Figure. 4.13. Comparison of FuzzyTL to Sensor ReadingsSource Data Sensor 2, 16th October,
2004 and Target Data Sensor 1, 17th October, 2004.
more consistent temperature than found within readings record d in the Intel dataset. The variation
across the context shown in Figure 4.12 is0.67◦C. The FuzzyTL framework replicates the narrow
variation producing a value of0.55◦C. The initial value calculated, based on zero data, produced
an error of only0.11◦C. Figure 4.12 illustrates that the FuzzyTL framework is ableto again predict
the value of a sensor output based on no prior labelled, and little or no unlabelled data.
The highest RMSE produced was a value of 3.3447, using sourcedata from sensor 2 on the
16th October, 2011, to predict values for sensor 1 on 17th October, 2011. Figure 4.13 shows this
result in detail. The variation across both the output of thesensor and predictive value is again low,
0.89 and0.83◦C respectively. The impact of the size of the output interval will be discussed in
the following section. Despite the RMSE value, Figure 4.13 shows that a similar pattern is formed
between outputs.
4.3.3 Summary of Results
A number of conclusions were drawn from the experiments carried out in previous sections. These
can be summarised as:
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Intel Laboratory Benchmark Comparison
• The best performing Intel FuzzyTL predictive output was significantly different to the Intel
Laboratory benchmark.
• Of those differences,22.4490% were a lower RMSE than the benchmark.
• The FuzzyTL framework was shown to be able to use different coextual information to
output comparable values to a system with prior knowledge.
Robotics Laboratory Benchmark Comparison
• A number of different source contexts were able to produce predictive output comparable to
the benchmark dataset.
• The best performing Robotics Laboratory data was significantly different to the benchmark
dataset that was produced.
• The differences were shown to be higher RMSE values.
• Overall, the FuzzyTL framework did not perform as well usingthe Robotics Laboratory
dataset. This can be possibly attributed to the lower variation in the data.
4.4 Context Impact
The transfer of information is dependent on the context of the data. Through a series of
experiments, the impact of the context will be investigated. Two context sub-types will be used:
inter and intra.
4.4.1 Inter Contextual Experiments
As defined previously, inter contexts are based on a single scenario. For the purposes of the
experiments in this section, two separate intra contexts will be used, the Intel laboratory, and the
Robotics laboratory. For the inter contexts a contextual distance metric was calculated. Using this
metric, the impact of the contextual distance on the abilityof the FuzzyTL framework to predict
values was assessed.
Evaluation of Contexts Across the Intel Laboratory Dataset To understand the way CD
impacts the FuzzyTL framework, the difference in distance of the source and target contexts of
each scenario was examined. Initially, an assessment was carried out focussed on the highest CD












































Figure. 4.14. Comparison of RMSE to Context Distance For Intel Laboratory Dataset.
this distance. The first context (sensor 12 on the 28th February, 2004 used to predict values of
target data sensor 42 on 5th March, 2004) produced an RMSE of 4.0123◦C. The highest RMSE
produced for the target sensor 42 on 5th March, 2004 is 6.5694◦C. The CD for this value was
4.3130.
The second (sensor 12 on 3rd March, 2004 used to predict values of target data sensor 42 on
28th February, 2004) produced an RMSE of3.4951◦C. The highest RMSE for this target was an
RMSE of9.0564◦C based on a CD of 4.1465. These contexts illustrate that higher CD does not
produce the greater error. The system absorbs the changes inthe contexts. The lowest CD values
indicate similar findings. A Pearson correlation of the CD and the RMSE (resulting in an output of
0.0775) shows that there appears to be very little link betwen the two values. Figure 4.14 shows
the comparison of RMSE values against the CD. As the CD increases, the RMSE continues to
remain within a similar distribution. The highest proportin of the contexts have an RMSE value
of 0.5 or below despite the increasing contextual distance.From this analysis, an initial conclusion
can be drawn. CD plays a small part in the output of the FuzzyTLframework. Inter contextual
changes are absorbed within the system through the use of both a fuzzy and adaptive methodology.
CD contains each of the input interval domains. The differences that occur in the input interval
domains are absorbed by the FuzzyTL framework. Figure 4.15 show the difference between the
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Figure. 4.15. Difference of Source and Target Light Input Against the RMSE Output of the Intel
Laboratory Dataset.
source and target light values, and the corresponding RMSE.The difference in values is calculated
by taking the absolute difference of source minimums in and target minimumtmin. A Pearson
Correlation of the light input difference and the RMSE output roduces a value of−0.02904. This
highlights that there is no correlation between the light input and the RMSE. The input values are
absorbed by the adaptation process of the FuzzyTL framework.
There is a stronger correlation between the consequent (output) values and the RMSE
produced. Figure 4.16 shows the difference between the source and target temperature values,
and the corresponding RMSE. A Pearson correlation of the same datasets produces a value of
0.6735.
Differences between the source and target output interval domain can have a impact. Larger
initial differences in the consequent (output) domain havelarger impact. The unknown nature
of the output interval domain can produce negative learning. The FuzzyTL framework uses a
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Figure. 4.16. Difference of Source and Target Temperature Output Against the RMSE Output of










































Figure. 4.17. Comparison of RMSE to Context Distance For Robotics Laboratory Dataset.
feedback system to understand the adaptations made to the cons quent (output) domain. This is
led by the source data. If the correlation between the sourceand target consequent data is weak, it
can lead to misdirected learning. The FuzzyTL may interpretth combination of source and target
data incorrectly but be unaware of any issues. This is a shortcoming of the system, but is bound
by the nature of the data structure.
Aggressive adaptive strategies can exasperate this situation. A strategic decision is necessary
to assess which approach is appropriate. More aggressive strategies can result in greater
performance, but equally higher negative impact can occur.To reduce negative impact, a more
lenient strategy is employed within the FuzzyTL framework.
Evaluation of Contexts Across Robotics Laboratory Dataset The smaller dataset from the
Robotics laboratory produced similar results to the Intel laboratory data. Figure 4.17 shows
a diagram of a comparison of contextual distance to RMSE output. Less dense than the Intel
distribution, the Robotics laboratory comparison still highl ghts that an increasing distance does
not relate to an increase in RMSE. The adaptive nature of the FuzzyTL is able to compensate for
the difference in contexts that manifests itself within theinput and output domain intervals.
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4.4.2 Intra Contextual Experiments
To further understand the impact of contexts on the FuzzyTL framework, an intra-contextual
experiment was carried out. Using the Robotics laboratory dataset as source, the framework
was used to predict the temperature values of the Intel laboratory WSN. The same structure was
isolated as used in the previous experiments. 588 separate con xts were used for comparison
against the known sensor readings. Based on the intra structure as outlined in Section 4.2.3, no
contextual distance was produced for this comparison.
To assess the overall performance of the Robotics laboratory dataset in providing a starting
learning structure, the best RMSE values were taken from thein ra context system (composed of
source data from the Robotics laboratory) and compared thisto the best values of the inter context
system (composed of Intel laboratory source data). This produced 49 separate contexts. The two
datasets were initially tested for normality using Anderson-Darling tests. It was found that the
intra dataset was non-normal. To normalise the data a power transform was used. This took each
valuex and appliedlog10. The results for both sets of data are shown in Tables 4.14 and4.15.
Both results showed that the calculated p-value was higher than the defined alphaα value showing
the datasets to be possibly normal.
Anderson-Darling Test





Table 4.14. Anderson-Darling Test Results For the Best Inter ra Laboratory Output.
Anderson-Darling Test





Table 4.15. Anderson-Darling Test Results For the Best Inter l Laboratory Output.
Following the normality tests, a paired t-test was run across the data. The paired t-test showed
that the datasets came from different distributions. The results are shown in Table 4.16. Analysing
the differences, these showed that none of the intra contexts were lower than the inter data contexts.
It can be inferred that the intra source data did not produce an output that was as comparable in
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Paired T-Test







Table 4.16. Paired T-Test Results For the Best Intra Intel Labor tory Compared to Best Inter Intel Laboratory Output.
















Figure. 4.18. Comparison of Best Inter RMSE Output to the Best Intra RMSE Output.
performance to the inter lowest inter source values. The pair d t-test highlighted that the difference
of the means was2.2737◦C (RMSE values of 1.1285 and3.4023◦C respectively). The variance of
the intra source was considerably higher than the inter source, an RMSE of0.9857◦C compared
to 0.1823◦C. This can be seen in Figure 4.18. Figure 4.18 shows that the lower and upper quartile
are more compressed and focussed around a RMSE of1.0◦C. The intra output is move spread and
focussed around a RMSE of3.0◦C. This analysis shows that the intra source does not perform as
well as the inter source process.
Further analysis of the dataset illustrates that despite the differences in context, elements of
the intra source information allows predictive output to beproduced that is comparable to the
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Figure. 4.19. Comparison of Intel to Intel RMSE Output to theRobotics to Intel RMSE Output.
inter source process. A comparison of the whole datasets of both the inter and intra shows that
the variation of the inter source process is higher than the intra process (RMSE of2.7669◦C
compared to a RMSE of1.1119◦C). Figure 4.19 shows a comparison of the two datasets. The
figure highlights that the maximum value of the intra processis lower than the inter process. The
lower and upper quartile are shown to be less spread than the iter process although the median is
greater.
Examining the data further, the lowest calculated RMSE value for the intra dataset resulted
from the source data of sensor 2 on 17th October, 2011, used topredict values of the target data
sensor 7 on 2nd March, 2004. The RMSE produced was1.6085◦C. In comparison, the inter
source process produced values that ranged from a RMSE of0.5139◦C to 7.1579◦C. The median
of the values produced for the target was a RMSE of2.097◦C. Figure 4.20 shows the output of
the lowest intra process against the actual sensor output.
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Figure. 4.20. Comparison of FuzzyTL to Sensor ReadingsSource Data Sensor 2, 17th October,
2011 and Target Data Sensor 7, 2nd March, 2004.
The FuzzyTL framework demonstrated that although it is unable to match the performance of
inter contexts, the output of intra contexts is partially comparable despite the distinct contextual
variation.
4.4.3 Summary of Results
Through looking at the contextual nature of the data, key findings were made. These were:
Inter Contextual Comparison
• Increases in CD do not have the same impact on the RMSE output of the FuzzyTL
framework.
• The differences that occur in the input interval domains canbe absorbed by the FuzzyTL
framework.




• Source data from intra contexts can be used to produce predictiv output based on unlabelled
target information.
• The performance of the intra contexts in predicting output is reduced compared to inter
contexts.
4.5 Adaptation
In this section, a series of experiments are shown that were constructed to test the second posed
hypothesis. The FuzzyTL framework is grounded on the transfer and adaptation of information.
To investigate the performance gain through the use of the adapt tion process, a comparison was
made between a non-adapted system, and the full FuzzyTL framework.
4.5.1 Comparison of Non-Adaptive FuzzyTL to Full FuzzyTL Framework: Intel
Laboratory Data
The non-adaptive system was composed of a transferred FuzzyInference System (FIS). The
learning processes involved in forming the structure of thefuzzy system remained unchanged
to those previously used. Supplementary online adaptationnd learning was removed providing
a base to compare to. The first experiment was based on the Intel laboratory dataset. The
structure outlined in Section 4.2.1 was used to form the basis for the comparison. Using a similar
performance metric, each of the different contexts were compared to the sensor readings. The non-
adaptive RMSE values were subsequently compared to the valus previously gained from using
the full FuzzyTL system. A total of 2352 contexts were used for comparison.
To compare the two sets of data, both were initially assessedfor normality. Previously a
sample of the Intel Laboratory dataset was taken matching a distinct criteria. This experiment
used the whole dataset. Equally, the whole of the non-adaptedataset was processed. Tables 4.17
and 4.18. For both datasets an alpha valueα of 0.05 was used. This indicates the predetermined
significance level of the test. The p-value for both datasetswa lower than theα value indicating
the null hypothesis is rejected.
Through the application of a number of power transforms, normality of both datasets could
not be achieved. To compare the two datasets, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was chosen. The
Wilcoxon signed-rank test provides a non-parametric alternative to the paired t-test when the
sample populations are non-normal. The test is applicable to the adapted and non-adapted
Intel Laboratory datasets. The results are shown in Table 4.19. The p-value for the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test is lower than the defined alpha value. This indicates that the two datasets are
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Anderson-Darling Test





Table 4.17. Anderson-Darling Test Results For the Adapted Intel Laboratory Output.
Anderson-Darling Test





Table 4.18. Anderson-Darling Test Results For the Non-Adapted Intel Laboratory Output.
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test





Table 4.19. Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test For Adapted and Non-Adapted Intel Laboratory Output.
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Figure. 4.21. Comparison of Base And Adapted FuzzyTL Framework Using the Intel Dataset.
from different distributions. Further analysis showed that 87.6700% (2062 of 2352) of contexts
exhibited a decrease in RMSE when the adaptation was applied. These differences can be seen in
Figure 4.21. The highest decrease was an RMSE of20.9288◦C. Of the 12.3299% of contexts that
showed an increase in RMSE, the greatest was6.0450◦C. This analysis illustrates that the use of
the adaptation stages within the FuzzyTL decreases the error rate produced.
The difference between the two datasets can be seen in Figure4.21. The difference between
the 1st and 3rd quartile is far greater for the base dataset than the adapted FuzzyTL. The median
of the base dataset was an RMSE of9.5721◦C, a difference of6.8797◦C to the median of the
FuzzyTL framework.
Isolating a single context comparison, Figure 4.22 shows the comparison of the non-adaptive
and full FuzzyTL systems using source data from sensor 7 on 2nd March, 2004, and target data
from sensor 24 on 2nd March, 2004. This illustrates the non-adaptive systems inability to cope
with the initial prediction, producing a -1 value. This is due to the nature of the input, and output
domain intervals. A comparison of the input and output interval domains can be seen in Table
4.20.
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Figure. 4.22. Comparison of Non-Adapted System, FuzzyTL and SensorSource Data Sensor 7,
2nd March, 2004 and Target Data Sensor 24, 2nd March, 2004.
tL tR lL lR tmL tmL
Target Sensor 51 86396 97.52 426.88 17.77 20.92
Non-Adapted 7 86107 158.23 1788.49 17.84 30.78
FuzzyTL 51 86396 97.52 426.88 17.81 30.75
Table 4.20. Comparison of Input and Output Interval Domains
Table 4.20 describes the input interval domains wheret is time,l is light andtm is temperature.
L andR are the left and right limit of the interval. Issues arise within the non-adaptive system
as the input values fall outside of the interval domain. The mini um of the target sensor interval







The results of this are shown in Figure 4.22 between 51 to 27260 seconds (00:00:51 -
07:34:20). The non-adaptive system can not produce an output based on these inputs. As the
inputs move into the domain of the non-adapted system, an output is produced. This can be seen
from 27260 seconds onwards. At this point the FuzzyTL framework adapts the input domains
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based on the new data. This allows it to output a value. This occurs again at 61136 to 61470
seconds and 61610 to 86396 seconds.
Taking on board the transferred information, and the new data, the FuzzyTL framework adapts
the output interval domain. Driven by the inputs from both the arget and source data, the output
interval domain is shown, in this example, to move toward theparameters of the sensor interval.
Overall, the incorporation of the adaptation stages into the FuzzyTL improved the predictive
capability when used with the Intel Laboratory dataset.
The structure of the target domain data can produce positiveresults when using only the non-
adapted FuzzyTL. The non-adaptive system is shown to perform well when the target input and
output interval domains are proper subsets of the source. This is illustrated by Table 4.21. The
tL tR lL lR tmL tmL
Non-Adapted 85 86398 0.02 1376.32 16.93 31.50
Target Sensor 12059 84959 1.38 224.48 17.85 24.81
Table 4.21. Comparison of Input and Output Interval Domainsfor Source Data Sensor 42, 3rd March, 2004 and Target
Data Sensor 7, 2nd March, 2004.
table shows the domains of the lowest context that produced th lowest RMSE output, sensor 42
on 3rd March, 2004 used as the source to predict values from sensor 7 on the 2nd March, 2004.
An RMSE of0.5144◦C was calculated for this context using the non-adapted system. The input
domain intervals of the non-adaptive system show that they ar contain the target sensor values.
This can be defined asT na ⊆ T ts, Lna ⊆ Lts andTMna ⊆ TM ts werena is the non-adaptive
system,ts is the target sensor, andT , L andTM are the time, light and temperature intervals
respectively. The containment of the target values within te source intervals reduces error. The
dynamic nature of the data is absorbed by the underlying fuzzy inference structure, removing any
need for adaptation. Figure 4.23 depicts the output of the non-adapted system contrasted with the
actual sensor reading.
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Figure. 4.23. Comparison of Non-Adapted System, FuzzyTL and SensorSource Data Sensor 42,
3rd March, 2004 and Target Data Sensor 7, 2nd March, 2004.
4.5.2 Comparison of Non-Adaptive FuzzyTL to Full FuzzyTL Framework:
Robotics Laboratory Data
In a similar approach to the Intel laboratory dataset, a comparison was made between a non-
adaptive and full FuzzyTL system using the Robotics laboratory data. The non-adaptive system
was based on the FuzzyTL framework with the removal of the adaptive stages.
Both sets of data were firstly assessed for normality using anAnderson-Darling test. Tables
4.17 and 4.18 show the results. For each dataset an alpha valueα of 0.05 was used. The p-value
for both datasets was lower than theα value indicating the data is not from a normal distribution.
In a similar process to the Intel Laboratory dataset, a number of power transforms were applied
to the data. Despite this, both datasets were shown to be non-normal. To compare the data, a
Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used. The results are shown inTable 4.24. The p-value calculated
was lower than the alpha value defined. Taking the null hypothesis stated that both datasets come
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Anderson-Darling Test





Table 4.22. Anderson-Darling Test Results For the Adapted Intel Laboratory Output.
Anderson-Darling Test





Table 4.23. Anderson-Darling Test Results For the Non-Adapted Intel Laboratory Output.
from the same distribution, this can be rejected. The differences between the datasets showed
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test





Table 4.24. Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test For Adapted and Non-Adapted Intel Laboratory Output.
that 82.5757% (109 of 132) of the contexts produced a lower RMSE when the adaptive stages
were applied. Of those, the greatest reduction was an RMSE of14.2349◦C. By comparison, of
the 17.4242% that produced a higher RMSE, the greatest increase was1.1318◦C. These findings
substantiate the previous conclusions drawn from the IntelLaboratory dataset.
Drilling down into the contexts, Figure 4.24 shows an example of non-adapted system output
compared to the actual sensor reading. This figure shows how,in certain conditions, the non-
adapted system is unable to output a value for a portion of thetarget (Within Figure 4.24, the
missing output is not displayed).
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Figure. 4.24. Comparison of Non-Adapted System, FuzzyTL and SensorSource Data Sensor 2,
16th October, 2011 and Target Data Sensor 3, 17th October, 2004.
As the light input value steps outside of the domain, the system fails to produce an output. The
transferred light domain islL = −0.01 andlR = 811.01. At 36842 seconds (10:14:02) the input
light level reaches 863, beyond the light domain interval. This causes the system to fail to output
a value. Figure 4.24 highlights the points which this occurs.
As with the Intel Laboratory dataset, there are contextual situations where the non-adapted
system is able to produce a strong output. Figure 4.25 shows the lowest RMSE output from the
non-adapted system. This is using the source data of sensor 3, 18th October, 2011 to predict the
values of the target for sensor 3, 17th October, 2011. The RMSE produced for this context was
0.1578◦C. In comparison, the lowest adapted FuzzyTL for the example targe was0.2920◦C
produced by the same source and target combination. The adaptive nature of the FuzzyTL
framework can have adverse effects on the learning process.These are in the minority. Of the
132 contexts compared, 82.5757% produced a greater RMSE value when non-adapted.
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Figure. 4.25. Comparison of Non-Adapted System, FuzzyTL and SensorSource Data Sensor 3,
18th October, 2011 and Target Data Sensor 3, 17th October, 2011.
4.5.3 Summary of Results
From the comparison of the adaptive and non-adaptive processes, a number of conclusions were
drawn.
Comparison of Adaptive and Non-Adaptive FuzzyTL framework Using Intel Laboratory
Data
• The use of the adaptation stages within the FuzzyTL framework decreases the RMSE
produced when applying differing source contexts to targetdata.
• The non-adaptive process fails to produce output when the targ t data moves outside of the
source domain intervals.
• Close proximity of source and target data allowed the non-adapted process to produce a
comparatively low RMSE output.
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Comparison of Adaptive and Non-Adaptive FuzzyTL framework Using Robotics Labora-
tory Data
• The application of the adaptation stages within the FuzzyTLframework on the Robotic
Laboratory dataset also decreased the RMSE produced.
• These findings substantiated the previous conclusions drawn from the Intel Laboratory
dataset.
4.6 Summary of the Application of Fuzzy Transfer Learning
in Intelligent Environments
In this chapter, a number of experiments were set out to test two hypotheses that form a major
element of this thesis. To test the hypotheses, the Fuzzy Transfer Learning (FuzzyTL) framework
(as defined in Chapter 3) was implemented within a Intelligent E vironment (IE) domain.
Through the use of multiple Intelligent Environments (IEs), differing contextual situations were
demonstrated incorporating a dynamic and uncertain real-world application. The experimental
structure was separated into three sections: 1)Performance, 2)Context Impact, and 3)Adaptation.
Sections 1-3 formed the basis for the testing of hypothesis 1, with Section 1 being the prime focus.
Section 3 tested the second hypothesis.
The findings of this chapter can be summarised in the following three points:
• The FuzzyTL framework can use contextually different but related data to produce
predictive output for target tasks.
• Contextual distance has little effect on the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) error that is
produced by the framework. There is a strong correlation betwe n the size of difference of
consequent domain interval distance, and the error produced.
• The adaptation steps of the FuzzyTL framework reduce the RMSE produced when the
predictive output is compared to actual sensor readings.
Each experimental step described in this chapter is summarised in the subsequent sections.
4.6.1 Summary of Performance Experimental Process
To test the first hypothesis, a number of experiments were used. Firstly, predictive values were
gained from the FuzzyTL framework for each of the two datasets d fined in Sections 4.2.1 and
4.2.2. To evaluate the performance of the output, the actualvalues from the sensor networks were
compared to the predictive values. A context was defined for each of the sensors that constituted
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the part of the network studied, and for the day defined. A RMSEwas calculated for each of the
contexts. To understand the significance of the RMSE value, the best result gained for each context
was evaluated. This subset of the data was compared to a benchmark dataset. The benchmark was
produced using the FuzzyTL framework. The source data for these contexts were taken from the
same domain as the target task. A paired t-test was carried out to compare the datasets.
Focussing on the Intel Laboratory dataset, overall the performance of the contextually different
source FuzzyTL framework was found to be comparable to that of the target source FuzzyTL
process. The paired t-test showed that the best values from the source domain FuzzyTL and
target domain FuzzyTL were from statistically different distributions. The differences highlighted
the FuzzyTL framework was able to output a RMSE value lower compared to the benchmark
in 24.4898% of the contexts. This indicated that the FuzzyTLframework could use contextual
different information to predict output values to a comparable standard of a system with prior
knowledge.
Similar analysis was conducted on the Robotics dataset. This produced results that concurred
with the findings of the Intel Laboratory dataset. The explorati n of the output produced by the
FuzzyTL framework showed it was able to output predictive values that were comparable to the
target source process. Overall, the results showed that with zero, or limited unlabelled target
data and contextually different labelled source data, the FuzzyTL framework was able to predict
sensor values. A comparable accuracy was achieved to a system wi h knowledge from the same
contextual domain.
4.6.2 Summary of Context Impact Experimental Process
Building on the experiments provided in Section 4.3, the impact of different contexts both within,
and across the IE datasets were assessed. Using the context definition given in Chapter 2, a
contextual distance measure was defined. Based on a normalised euclidean distance, this provided
a metric to assess contextual distribution. Used forinter contextual differences, a comparison
was made between the performance of the FuzzyTL framework, and the contextual distance. The
analysis of the Intel Laboratory dataset showed that changes in the inter contextual distance had
little effect on the performance of the FuzzyTL framework. Increases in the Context Distance (CD)
did not produce a similar increase in RMSE for the predictivevalue. Differences in the consequent
(output) domains produced a greater change within the RMSE output. This can be attributed to
the larger knowledge gap that exists when learning unlabelled data. Further comparison, using the
Robotics laboratory dataset substantiated this belief.
The FuzzyTL was also applied tointra contextually different scenarios. The Robotics
laboratory dataset acted as the source, whilst the Intel laboratory provided the target information.
A paired t-test was carried out on the lowest output from the FuzzyTL framework using inter and
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intra source values. This showed that the framework, when using this metric, did not produce
predictive output that was comparable to inter sources. However, individual contexts within the
intra dataset produced comparable output.
The FuzzyTL framework demonstrated its ability to absorb contextually different information,
allowing its use as a catalyst for learning a target task. High context distance and domain interval
difference were shown to be absorbed by the adaptation process.
4.6.3 Summary of Adaptation Experimental Process
The second hypothesis was tested using the experiments presented in the third section. Here,
a comparison was made between the FuzzyTL and a non-adaptiveFuzzyTL structure. The
importance of the adaptive methods depicted in Chapter 3 were clearly shown. Initially, a
comparison was carried out between the full FuzzyTL framework, and the non-adapted systems
using the inter contexts of the Intel laboratory dataset. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was carried
out between the non-adapted, and FuzzyTL frameworks. The use of the adaptive stages within the
FuzzyTL framework were shown to reduce the errors in the output.
The similarity of input and output domain intervals was shown to have an impact on the
performance of the non-adaptive system. The intersection of source and target input domain
intervals, combined with the similarity of output intervaldomains, was shown to allow the non-
adaptive system to achieve a high performance. This, however, was limited to specific domain
cases.
A comparison was also made using the Robotics laboratory dataset. Similarly to the Intel
dataset, the non-adaptive system was highlighted to fail toproduce output when the input values
stepped outside of the input interval domains. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was carried out,
highlighting that the two datasets came from different distribu ions. Further analysis showed
that 82.5757% of contexts decreased in error through the applic tion of the adaptive stages,
substantiating the previous findings.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Conclusion
This chapter summarises the work within this thesis, by drawing together the hypotheses and
discussing the key outcomes of the research. The major contributions are discussed along with
future considerations for the work.
Two hypotheses were presented in Chapter 1. These were defined as:
Hypothesis 1 Where minimal unlabelled data is available within a target task, data in the form of
a Transfer Learning (TL) process from contextually relatedbut differing source tasks, can
be used to learn predictive tasks.
Hypothesis 2 Adaptation of the transferred source domain through the useof unlabelled new data
can increase the performance of Fuzzy Transfer Learning (FuzzyTL) in predicting target
tasks.
Each of the hypotheses were tested through a series of experiments in Chapter 4. The
experimentation confirmed both hypotheses. It was concluded that:
• The output of thebestsample from the FuzzyTL framework was comparable in performance
to a benchmark sample dataset, confirming the ability of the framework to use contextually
related but different data to predict target tasks. This confirmed hypothesis 1.
• A comparative reduction in error was achieved, in the majority of contexts, when the
adaptive processes were applied to the FuzzyTL framework. This confirmed hypothesis
2.
In the following sections, the findings of the experiments will be discussed further.
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5.1.1 Contextually Differing Environments Can Act as Source Information
This thesis demonstrated that through the use of the FuzzyTLframework, only limited target data
is necessary to predict an output. Using the methodology putforward in Chapter 3, the FuzzyTL
was applied to a predictive learning task using limited unlabe led data. The experimental process
focussed on dynamic environments that produce vague data. Intelligent Environments (IEs)
epitomise this form. The modelling of IEs can be difficult. The unpredictable, real-world nature
of such implementations, amplified by the addition of the human element, results in sporadic and
uncertain data. The quantity, type and availability of datato model these applications can be an
issue. Each situation is contextually different and constantly changing. Within many standard
supervised learning strategies, training data must be labelled. This data is required to be in
the same feature space and distribution as the target task data. This is often highly costly and
time consuming to acquire. The criteria of certain implementations do not allow this structure
to be produced. Unsupervised approaches can address this problem, however they are reliant on
large quantities of unlabelled target data. Environments such as disaster recovery, environmental
monitoring and specialised user groups can impact the quantity of the unlabelled data that can be
sourced. This thesis focussed specifically on this problem do ain.
In a simulated experimental set up, two Intelligent Environme t (IE) datasets were used to
test the hypotheses. Each dataset came from two contextually different environments. The first
was the Intel Berkeley Laboratory in California, United States of America, the second from De
Montfort University, Leicester, United Kingdom. The IntelBerkeley Laboratory dataset was
composed of data readings from 54 environmental sensors. A subset of the sensors were used.
Of the four parameters that the sensors captured, light and temperature were isolated. These were
combined with time-stamp information. The De Montfort University dataset was produced from
six sensors that recorded a combination of light and temperatur . Again, a subset of the sensors
were used. The environmental data was combined with temporal information. The performance
of the FuzzyTL framework was measured using a Root Mean Squared E ror (RMSE). This was
based on a comparison of the FuzzyTL framework output against ctual sensor readings. The
framework used time and light readings to predict temperature values based on a model learnt
from contextually different source data.
A main focus of this thesis was to understand whether the FuzzyTL framework can produce a
predictive output based on little knowledge of the target domain. To contextualise the output of the
framework, a benchmark dataset was produced. The benchmarkwas constructed by processing
each of the datasets using the adapted Fuzzy Frequency Wang-Me del (WM) process as described
in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.2. The learning process was altered o become an Informed Supervised
(IS) transfer learning approach. In IS transfer learning, labe led data is supplied to the learning
process from both the target and source domains. A comparison was then made between the
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benchmark and thebestFuzzyTL framework output. This comparison contextualisedthe output
of the FuzzyTL framework.
To compare the datasets to the benchmark output, initially apaired t-test was used. Using
the Intel Laboratory datasets, the FuzzyTL output and the benchmark were shown to be from
different distributions. Closer inspection of the differenc s highlighted that in 24.4898% of cases
of the FuzzyTL produced a lower RMSE value than the benchmark. Additionally, of the Intel
Laboratory contexts analysed (2352 in total), 66.1990% contextually different source datasets
produced an RMSE output that was equal, or within the minimumor maximum interval of the
benchmark dataset. The analysis highlighted that the FuzzyTL framework was able to produce
output that matched or surpassed the defined benchmark.
Overall, the Robotics Laboratory dataset substantiated thIntel Laboratory findings. Again a
paired t-test was carried out to compare the best FuzzyTL output to the benchmark results. The two
datasets were found to come from different distributions. Unlike the Intel Laboratory comparison,
all of the contexts studied produced a higher RMSE when usingco textually different source data.
Drilling down into the data, however, showed that individual contextual instances produced RMSE
values that were comparable to the benchmark.
The FuzzyTL was shown to be able to output predictive values using contextually different
source data. Output from the FuzzyTL framework was comparable to a benchmark formed using
target information. Although stronger within the Intel Laboratory dataset, the FuzzyTL framework
was shown to produce predictive output across two differingeal-world datasets.
5.1.2 Contextual Distance Has Little Effect on Error
To understand the impact of using contextually different source data, two separate context types
were focussed upon:inter and intra. Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3 gives a detailed definition of each
context. For the inter contexts, a Context Distance (CD) wasdefined (see Chapter 4, Section
Section 4.2.3). Analysis was carried out on the relationship between the RMSE of the context,
and the CD between the source and target contexts. The Intel Laboratory dataset showed that
those contexts with the highest RMSE did not relate to data wih the greatest CD. The same
relationship occurred for the lowest RMSE contexts, the lowest CD did not produce the lowest
RMSE. An examination of the data using a Pearson correlationsh wed no linear relationship. As
the CD increases, the RMSE of the FuzzyTL framework remainedwithin a similar distribution.
The Robotics Laboratory dataset produced similar findings.Increases in the CD of data did not
produce similar gain in the RMSE.
From these experiments, it was inferred that the extent of the CD has little impact on the
quantity of error that is produced by the FuzzyTL framework.Further analysis on the Intel
Laboratory dataset pointed towards the structure of the source and target data as causing change
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in the error produced. Correlation of the input values and the RMSE output showed there to be
no relationship. However, a relationship was apparent betwe n differences of source and target
output values. The greater the distance between the consequent values, the larger the resulting
RMSE. This was due to the structure of the framework. One elemnt of the FuzzyTL framework
is formed using a feedback system. The relationships between the input and output of the source
data are mapped to the target data using the frameworks own output. As a result, larger initial
differences in the output domains produced greater RMSE between the actual sensor readings and
the framework output.
A similar assessment was made of the Robotics Laboratory dataset. The CD of each source
and target context was compared to the RMSE output. Despite incr ases in the CD values, the
RMSE values remained within a similar distribution. This sub tantiated the results of the Intel
Laboratory dataset.
To assess the impact of context further, an analysis was madeof intra contextual relationships.
A full description of intra contexts can be found in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3. The intra-contextual
experiment used the Robotic Laboratory dataset as the source, and the Intel Laboratory dataset
as the target. The performance of the FuzzyTL was again assessed using the RMSE calculated
against the actual sensor output. The best output values were compared to those produced using
inter contexts. Overall, the intra source data performed less well. The intra source data was unable
to match the output of the inter source data. Despite this, individual intra contexts were shown to
perform comparably to the inter contexts.
Overall, CD was judged to have a low impact on the resulting error produced by the FuzzyTL
framework. Increases in RMSE were more closely associated with the proximity of the consequent
(output) domains at the point of transfer. Further investigation into adaptive methods of the
consequent domains are required. A possible avenue may comewith the use of multiple source
datasets (see Multiple Context Decision Making in Section 5.2).
5.1.3 Online Adaptation Decreases the Error of the FuzzyTL Output
The FuzzyTL framework is built upon the transfer and subsequent adaptation of source data.
To investigate the impact of the adaptation process, and test th second hypothesis, a series of
experiments based on a non-adapted version of the FuzzyTL framework were used. The Non-
Adaptive (N-A) framework was constructed from a transferred Fuzzy Inference System (FIS).
The learning process used to form the fuzzy system remained based on the FuzzyTL framework.
The five stage online learning and adaptation process was removed. This gave a base framework
for the comparison. Both the Intel Laboratory and Robotics Laboratory datasets were used within
the experiments.
The Intel Laboratory dataset was initially analysed. A comparison was made between the
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performance of the N-A framework and the full FuzzyTL framework. The output of each context
was assessed against the actual sensor readings. A RMSE of the results was produced. Each
RMSE dataset was compared. The comparison was carried out using a Wilcoxon signed-rank
test. This test showed that the N-A and fully adapted datasets came from significantly different
distributions. Of the 2352 contexts compared, 2062 (87.6700%) produced a lower RMSE when the
adaptive stages were incorporated. This clearly demonstrated that the introduction of the adaptive
stages decreased the error produced. Failures in the N-A framework produced high RMSE values.
The strict structure of the N-A framework resulted in failures. Target values that were beyond
the source domain failed to produce an output. The adaptive process allowed the FuzzyTL to
alter the domains to the target data, producing an output. Ina minority of specific cases, the N-A
frameworks out performed the full FuzzyTL framework. Thesesp cial cases required the source
and target interval domains to be in close proximity. Additionally, the target input domains were
required to be proper subsets of the source input domains.
The same comparison was carried out on the Robotics Laboratory dataset. A Wilcoxon signed-
rank test showed that the output from the full FuzzyTL framework and the non-adapted framework
were from different distributions. Of the differences defind, 82.5757% (109 of the 132 contexts)
produced a lower RMSE when the adaptive process was applied.Across the contexts, the largest
reduction was14.2349◦C.
The inclusion of the adaptation process was shown to improvethe performance of the FuzzyTL
framework. A reduction in error between the actual sensor values and the output occurred in the
majority of contexts. Where there was no improvement, the increase in error was marginal over
the non-adapted framework.
5.1.4 Major Contributions
The approach to the complex, and uncertain problem domain tht was set out in this thesis resulted
in a number of significant contributions. Below, each of these contributions are set out and
discussed:
A novel framework for the learning of target tasks using limited unlabelled target data
and differing, related source labelled data. This thesis defined a novel framework for the
learning of models to solve specific limited knowledge tasks. The basis of the problem focussed
on environments were it is difficult, or in some situations, impossible to acquire training data.
The framework was composed of a combination of Transfer Learning (TL) and Fuzzy Logic (FL)
within a novel structure. The use of FL allows for the incorporation of approximation and a greater
expressiveness of the uncertainty within the data. Using FLand a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS)
as a base, TL is incorporated to dynamically model target tasks u ing contextually different source
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data.
A novel adaptive online learning methodology to enhance thetransfer of FIS’s between
contextually differing learning tasks. The Fuzzy Transfer Learning (FuzzyTL) is composed
of a transferred FIS system. The FIS acts as the basis for the learning of differing, but related
tasks. To absorb the changes that occur between the source and target tasks, a five stage adaptation
process was developed. The stages each constitute:
1. External adaptation of the input domains: Target input values that fall outside of the
transferred source are used to adapt the FIS. Through this adaptation, knowledge of the
target is absorbed into the source structure.
2. Internal adaptation of the input domains: Target input values that are contained within the
transferred source domain intervals are used to adapt the transferred fuzzy sets.
3. Adaptation of the consequent domain: Incorporating the basic elements of TL, the third
stage combines information from the source task and target task to adapt the FIS consequent
values. By using the relationship of the labelled source data, and the unlabelled target data
with the output of the FuzzyTL framework, a feedback system is adopted.
4. Rule modification through source comparison: The latter two stages approach the issues that
arise with the transfer of a fuzzy rule base. The forth stage harnesses knowledge from the
source data that may have been removed in the rule pruning process. The data is analysed
to assess if it is applicable to the current target task.
5. Rule adaptation using Euclidean Distance measure: The final stage produces new rules from
the source data. The process uses of a combined antecedent set x raction and euclidean
distance approximation. This stage allows all target inputvalues to produce an output.
A novel addition is provided to the Wang-Mendel (WM) method for the learning of fuzzy
rules from numerical data using a fuzzy frequency approach. The automatic extraction of
the fuzzy sets and rules in the FuzzyTL framework is based upon the use of the WM algorithm.
Within this thesis, a novel extension of the WM method has been pr sented. In the standard WM
process, the rule base is created by using the membership values of each data point. The full WM
method is described in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.5.1. A data tuple made up of two inputsx1, x2 and
a single outputy each produces an output value based upon the largest membership in each set of
the domain. Based on the membership values, the corresponding sets form a rule. Each data point,
as a result, produces a single rule. To reduce the rule base, apruning process is used based upon a
weighted algorithm.
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The new approach presented in this thesis expands the pruning process to incorporate a fuzzy
frequency measure. The standard pruning method weights each rule based on its membership.
The fuzzy frequency approach adds an additionally weightinbased on the frequency that a rule
occurred within the dataset. The weight is constructed using a fuzzy membership function. A full
description of the fuzzy frequency approach is given in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.2. The combination
of the original strength weighting and the fuzzy frequency impedes a single anomalous data point
from having too much influence. Equally rules that are frequent but have have low strength will
be equally impacted.
The first application of the Fuzzy Transfer Learning framework on Intelligent Environment
(IE) datasets to perform predictive learning tasks. Within this thesis the FuzzyTL framework
is shown to be able to output predictive values using source data from different contextual domains.
The framework is applied to real-world IE datasets. Intellig nt Environments (IEs) exemplify the
structure and problem space which are the focus of this work.This is the first implementation of
the FuzzyTL framework within IEs. The findings discussed in Chapter 4 show that the approach
of the methodology is applicable to these highly dynamic andu certain environments.
5.2 Recommendations and Future Work
In the following sections, a number of recommendations and possible future work are put forward.
Comparison of Wang-Mendel Method to Other Rule Generation Methodologies Within the
FuzzyTL framework, a WM methodology was used to extract a FISusing numerical data. As
the focus of this research was to investigate the use of transferred information, and its impact
on learning using a FIS, only a preliminary comparison of FISproduction methods was carried
out. The production of a FIS can follow a number of routes. Within this thesis, a study was
carried out investigating varying forms of inductive methods to produce both fuzzy sets and fuzzy
rules. Further methods exist outside of this study, though the comparison of these was outside the
scope of this thesis. An in depth comparison of extraction methodologies would highlight other
applicable methodologies. This may allow for the further extension of the FuzzyTL framework.
The extension of the WM methodology is also of interest. Thist esis offered an addition
to the WM approach, however, a particular area of expansion is the use of varying methods
such as Genetic Algorithms (GAs) (Casillas et al. 2000) and Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO)
(Oliveira Costa et al. 2011) to optimise the rule base following the initial rule extraction. There is
scope to investigate the impact of a highly optimised sourceFIS on the target task.
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Automation of Set Extraction From Data The current FuzzyTL framework uses a simple
system to define the number of sets that are used within the FIS. This is based on a preassigned
value. Previous research has been carried out into the extraction of both fuzzy sets and fuzzy
rules from labelled data. As discussed within Chapter 2, fuzzy clustering methods use patterns
contained within labelled data to extract suitable sets. Fuzzy clustering, however, also requires
a predefined number of sets to initiate the process. A number of methods have been proposed
to overcome this. The fuzzy clustering algorithm can be initialised with an overestimation of the
required number of clusters (Setnes 2000). A higher possibility is then produced that the important
regions of the domain are covered. Less important, and redundant clusters can then be removed
to extract fuzzy sets. Of interest is the application of suchmethods to automate the process of
assigning set quantities. The removal of the need to use expert knowledge to assign set quantities
would further automate the framework. This area of researchwould extend the data driven nature
of the framework structure.
Use of Multiple Context Data The composition of the source data has been shown to have a
direct effect on the outcome of the predictive value of the FuzzyTL framework. The proximity of
the source and target domains can have a direct effect on the error produced. Certain conditions
of a source domain can have adverse affects on the learning ofthe target domain. Anomalous
or erroneous data can produce a model that is incorrect. To tackle this issue, research has been
conducted into the use of multiple source domains within TL (Luo et al. 2008, Yao & Doretto
2010). The use of multiple sources can increase the chance ofdiscovering a source domain that
is close to the target. The extension of the FuzzyTL framework t incorporate multiple source
data may reduce the impact of negative transfer. A further extension of this concept is the use of
multiple co-operative contextual decision making. The concept of multiple co-operative source
data extends the possible boost gained from a single data source by using a collection. Through
a decision making process, the most eligible information istransferred to the target task based on
the source data available.
The use of multiple source contexts, can not only assist in increasing the performance of the
FuzzyTL framework, but also consolidate results that have been attained. Previous work carried
out by the author has investigated the use of multiple sensori formation within a Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN) to identify anomalous readings (Shell et al. 2010). Extension of this work through
the incorporation of multiple source domains may allow for the application of anomaly detection.
Implementation of FuzzyTL to other applications The application of the FuzzyTL framework
in Chapter 4 to IE datasets has proven that it is applicable topredictive, real-world tasks. The
uncertain and dynamic structure of the data has parallels toother real-world applications. The
broad nature of the learning attributes allow the frameworkt be applicable to many situations.
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There is scope to investigate the scalability of the framework under increasing levels of complexity,
and to investigate the use of different data structures. Specific situations of interest include
disaster situations were little or no data of the current situation maybe known, although previous
knowledge is accessible, isolated Natural Language Processing (NLP) contexts were no or few
examples exist to train from, and groups were information isextremely difficult to ascertain such
as disabled users.
A preliminary work has been undertaken in the area of eye-gazesture recognition (Shell
et al. 2012) by the author to recognise gestures of disabled us rs using non-disabled source
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